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Editorial
A year of many changes for the IEC
2011 was a busy and an exciting year for the IEC. We completed the Masterplan,
which will guide the IEC’s strategy and actions for the coming years.
The SMB is continuing to review the standards development process in order to
further improve efficiency and is taking measures to increase effective participation of
P-members in TC/SCs.
CAB is preparing for the systems approach in conformity assessment and has
intensified work in the areas of renewables such as wind and marine energy as well as
for energy efficiency.
The MSB is about to publish a White Paper on Energy Storage, which it developed
jointly with the Fraunhofer Institute, and the Affiliate Country Programme has
celebrated its 10th anniversary.
Editorial
IEC General Secretary
Ronnie Amit reflects on
the IEC’s achievements in
the past 12 months and is
confident that the IEC is ready
to face the challenges ahead.
His message introduces the
special section of this issue
dedicated to the outcome of
the 75th IEC General Meeting
in Melbourne.

It was also a year of many changes: new IEC Officers started their work and others
are now reaching the end of their second term, leaving their place for a new group of
people. Council Board has confirmed the election of Frans Vreeswijk, who will start at
the IEC on 1 March 2012 and will take over from me in October.
There are unfortunately areas that haven’t changed as much as we would have liked.
For one, the global economy is still shaky and in an effort to support our membership,
the IEC has further reduced its budget while maintaining and increasing its tools and
services.
Looking ahead at the coming year, we are confident that the IEC is on the right track to
address the challenges facing us.
We thank you for your work and commitment and I wish your family and loved-ones,
health, peace and prosperity in the coming New Year.
Ronnie Amit
IEC General Secretary and CEO

The IEC is preparing for a systems approach
in standardization and conformity assessment

The IEC Masterplan
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Electric future
IEC President addresses Council
working life. He contributed to IEC work
through his company and the National
Committee and was an industry customer
for IEC products and services. Wucherer
expressed his sentiment that the IEC
is inseparably linked with its customers
and the global market place. He stated
that the IEC’s ability to plan for the long
term and the strong leadership of his
predecessors and the Council at large,
allows the Commission to remain strong
and weather the economic storm that
is currently raging. Planning for the long
term is key in this respect.

IEC President
Klaus Wucherer
addressing the IEC Council
at the General Meeting
in Melbourne

For the first time in his function as
IEC President, Dr Klaus Wucherer
addressed the IEC Council.

Close to the IEC all his working life
In his speech, Wucherer underlined
that as an engineer and industrialist he
has been in contact with the IEC in one
way or another throughout most of his

“Wherever there is electricity the IEC needs to
be involved.” Klaus Wucherer, IEC President
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Masterplan: strategic input of
stakeholders highly appreciated
Wucherer thanked the National
Committees, industry leaders and
associations, government officials,
service providers and academics for
their contributions, which allow the
Commission to identify the issues and
challenges that lie ahead, and help it to
formulate the relevant strategies that are
expressed in the Masterplan, which was
distributed at the General Meeting.
He emphasized that the Masterplan is
not intended to be a perfect document.
It provides a framework that guides the
Commission, helps it to set goals and

identify a number of actions that allow it
to reach those objectives.
Need to increase awareness of
IEC value
Wucherer further underlined that while
standards and conformity assessment
systems will remain essential for industry,
governments and other end-users, the
IEC’s involvement cannot remain static.
In this increasingly competitive world, the
IEC, in addition to providing a high level
of efficiency and service, will also need
to openly assert its expertise, capabilities
and experience. It needs to actively build
awareness of the value it adds amongst
leaders in the private and public sectors.
Wucherer thanked his fellow Officers for
their contributions and sound advice over
the past year and Ronnie Amit and his
team for maintaining a continuous high
level of performance.
He closed his speech by underlining
the growing importance of the
IEC: “Electricity is omnipresent, in
components, products, systems, and
its importance is growing. Electricity is
our core area of expertise, and it is part
of everybody’s future. Wherever there is
electricity, the IEC needs to be involved.”

The Masterplan outlines the IEC’s objectives moving forward
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Taking the lead, moving ahead
IEC General Secretary’s address to Council
IEC General Secretary and CEO
Ronnie Amit reviews the
IEC’s activities and achievements
in the 12 months since the 2010
IEC General Meeting.

The way ahead
The Masterplan 2011, approved by
Council in September 2011 and made
available to all delegates at the General
Meeting, is the IEC’s action plan for
the coming years. It states in clear
terms what the next steps are for the
Commission in terms of technology
watch, positioning in the market,
cooperation with other regional and
international organizations, governance
and structure, processes, financial
stability.
The Masterplan is the document on which
all future actions and decisions of the
IEC will be built. It shows the way ahead,
emphasizes the capital role of National
Committees in IEC operations and the
part played by leaders and technical
experts, as well as the importance of the
IEC Family on the global scene.
Truly global interaction
IEC membership has been stable in
the past year. With 163 countries –
81 members and 82 Affiliates – the

IEC truly has a global reach nowadays.
Interaction between members and
Affiliates is stronger than ever before,
thanks, in particular, to those member NCs
(National Committees) that have taken it
upon themselves to support and guide
Affiliates in their region or even further
away. Amit thanked the NCs for their
commitment and stressed the fact that
they are the building blocks of the IEC,
which could not operate without them.
Standardization Management Board
The SMB has started to put in place
processes that will allow TCs and SCs
to become more efficient in their work
and will increase effective participation of
P-Members.
Since Seattle, the SMB has approved the
establishment of two new TCs (Technical
Committees). IEC TC 117 deals with solar
thermal electric plants while IEC TC 119
covers printed electronics. The IEC also
set up PC (Project Committee) 118 to
develop standards on Smart Grid user
interface.
The SMB also approved the
transformation of SBs (Sector Boards)
into Advisory Committees, with SB 1
becoming ACTAD (Advisory Committee
on Electricity Transmission and
Distribution) and SB 4 ACTEL (Advisory
Committee on Telecommunication). (see
also separate article in this issue)
Market Strategy Board
The publication in 2010 of the first
IEC White Paper “Coping with the Energy
Challenge – The IEC’s role from 2010 to
2030”, resulted in invitations to participate
in several meetings covering energy
efficiency, such as the World Forum on
Energy Regulation and the World Energy
Congress 2013.

In 2011, the IEC published two high-impact
standards that received exceptional media
coverage

A second White Paper on Electrical
Energy Storage is about to be published

Amit answers questions from Young
Professionals

that will include recommendations on
research, regulation and standardization
as well as the integration of large-scale
storage and large-scale renewable
energies into the grid. (see also separate
article in this issue)
Conformity Assessment
All three IEC CA (Conformity Assessment)
Systems keep growing and are financially
sound.
CAB is preparing for the systemsapproach in conformity assessment
and, to respond to market needs, set up
working groups charged with developing
CA strategies for wind turbines and
marine energy systems. Another working
group covering electrical energy efficiency
made a survey for Affiliate countries
which raised much interest and had a
very high return rate. (see separate article
in this issue)
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need to increase the
“ We
services we offer to the
community. We need to
move the IEC at a greater
pace. We need to build on
the successes we have.
We have to lead the way –
it’s the only way ahead.

”

RONNIE AMIT,
IEC General Secretary & CEO

Technical work
In the past year we published
438 International Standards, with
more than half of those developed in
less than three years. Our average
development time for standards is now
34 months. Today 92 % of all standards
are published in less than five years
– 57 % of all standards are issued in
less than three years – and there is still
room for improvement for the remaining
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8 % that take more than five years to
produce. Industry needs standards and
technology is evolving at a very rapid
pace. This means the IEC still has to
catch up on this.

helping those countries to comply with
the WTO (World Trade Organization)
TBT (Technical Barriers to Trade)
Agreement and encourages active
participation in technical work.

Globally relevant standards
In 2011, the IEC has published two
high-impact standards – specifications
for the universal cell phone charger
and for EVs (electric vehicles) plugs
and sockets – which have received
exceptional coverage both in
international media and the specialized
press. The two standards in question
are IEC 62684, Interoperability
specifications of common external
power supply (EPS) for use with
data-enabled mobile telephones, and
IEC 62196, Plugs, socket-outlets,
vehicle connectors and vehicle inlets Conductive charging of electric vehicles.

The Affiliate team is expanding. The
Programme has a new Leader since
June 2011, Phuntsho Wangdi, Director
of BSB (Bhutan Standards Bureau), who
took over from Carlos Rodríguez in
June 2011. Rodríguez is now
Coordinator for Latin America and will
continue to work with Affiliates in his
region. The team also includes Evah
Oduor, the Coordinator for Africa, and
the Secretariat in Geneva, Switzerland.
(see also separate article in this issue)

Launch of the IEC/IEEE Challenge
The IEC/IEEE Challenge 2012 was
launched on 28 October 2011,
coinciding with the IEC Council
Statutory Meeting in Melbourne,
in the presence of IEEE Executive
Director Jim Prendergast. The
competition is targeting the academic
world and hopes to increase its
understanding, recognition and interest
in standardization. (see also separate
article in this issue)
Affiliates celebrate 10th anniversary
The IEC Affiliate Country Programme,
which celebrates its 10th anniversary
in 2011, has proved to be a very
successful tool to ensure that
developing nations use and adopt
international standards. To date, more
than 3 500 standards have been
adopted at the national level. The
programme has helped and is still

The future of the IEC
For the second time, the IEC had a
Young Professionals Workshop during
its General Meeting and welcomed
59 participants from 30 countries, who,
together with the three leaders from the
2010 event, showed great interest in
the work of the IEC. In addition to the
workshop, they had the opportunity to
sit in at the SMB and several
TC meetings. Their feedback was
extremely positive, with 90 % of
expectations fulfilled and 91 % of
participants planning to get more
involved in IEC work. The group also
elected the three 2011 leaders, who
in the coming year will represent the
group and share its ideas with the
IEC community. (see also separate
article in this issue)
In his conclusion Amit said that “we
need to increase the services we offer
to the community. We need to move the
IEC at a greater pace. We need to build
on the successes we have. We have to
lead the way – it’s the only way ahead.”
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IEC SMB
Projects, challenges and accomplishments
help further optimize effectiveness both
in terms of time and quality. One of them
is to study TCs with low or no activity,
those with many sub-committees or
sub-committees without experts with
the aim of increasing relevant work
and output and eliminating obsolete
constructions.

Jim Matthews, SMB Chairman, and Jack Sheldon, SMB Secretary

Report to IEC Council by
James Matthews III, IEC
Vice-President and SMB
(Standardization Management Board)
Chairman. In his first report to
IEC Council Jim Matthews presented
key SMB work over the past
months, which has aimed to simplify
processes, strengthen technical
work, increase overall efficiency and
enable broader cooperation:

Performance
The IEC has a very broad and healthy
technical programme and over the last
months has produced 438 new or revised
standards, as well as 243 new work
items. It is also upgrading and maintaining
143 critical standards for global use. The
number of TCs and SCs has grown to
177 comprising over 10 000 active experts
from all around the world. The IEC is lucky
to have so many deeply committed and
engaged people who work so hard to
maintain its rich programme.
Increasing efficiency
One of the topics the SMB has been
examining over the months since
Seattle was how to possibly restructure,
reorganize and re-aggregate TCs to make
them more efficient in their work. The
aim was not to revolutionize but to evolve
structures – an important difference.

The SMB has agreed there is no need
to shuffle or merge the TC structure, but
the SMB goals are to simplify, clarify and
improve what is there, while maintaining
what works.
Reforming processes
Over the past months the SMB has
also analyzed many of the processes
and procedures in place with the aim to
shorten time and maintain or increase
efficiency. It has for example defined
specific requirements for strategic groups,
including performance measurements,
goals and milestones; simplified
document submission for SMB meetings
to make it easier for NCs to consult their
constituencies; streamlined the steps
involved in the standards revision process
and much more.
In this context the SMB has updated the
TC reporting process to make it more
interactive and generally to encourage
best-practice and knowledge sharing by
working to provide the right tools and
training to Secretaries, Chairmen, Experts
and Convenors.
Strengthening TCs
As part of its mandate, the SMB is
looking at performance statistics of TCs
across the IEC. While most of the TCs
are doing an excellent job, there are
some actions the SMB can undertake to

Putting the P back into participating
The SMB seeks to shift the
P-Membership from passive back to
performance and participate. Being an
effective P-Member is crucial and voting
alone is far from sufficient. P-Members
need to actively contribute so as to
represent their countries’ interests in
standards and to help improve the endproduct for all. The SMB is there to work
with all P-Members, including those who
aspire to become one, to become fully
engaged in the work of the committees
they have chosen to participate in.
Best qualified leaders and a new role
Good people with good capabilities are
extremely important to achieve quality
output in any TC or SC. Since politics
and personalities can sometimes get
in the way, the SMB has decided to
implement secret balloting for the TC and
SC leadership positions. In the future we
will no longer report how each country
has voted in an election but only make
the numbers public: how many countries
voted for a given decision and how many
against.
Some of the larger and more complex
TCs might welcome the new role of
TC/SC Vice-Chairman that the SMB has
very recently added. This is by no means
an honorary role. It is destined for people
who might as a next step take over the
Chair or TC leadership or it can allow a
TC to split work responsibilities in a more
meaningful way. The SMB hopes that this
will be a tool that will find good use by
relevant TCs.
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because car manufacturers, suppliers of
electric components and utilities are all
equally invested in this opportunity. As
the SMB looks towards the structures
and processes needed to address
standardization at the systems level, it is
noted that SMB SG 3: Smart Grid has
pioneered the effort to integrate TC work
with use cases, and other technologies
across the IEC portfolio need to follow its
lead.

The IEC needs to increase collaboration
between TCs as well as with other bodies

Mandatory use of collaboration tools
The IEC has successfully made the shift
from paper to electronic tools. To optimize
interactions between all experts and in
the interest of the transparent sharing of
information, the SMB now requires the
mandatory use of the collaboration tools
that are available in the IEC by working
groups and project teams.
Periodic review
With an optic to evolve, update and
refresh, the SMB will perform periodic
reviews of existing Advisory Committees
and Strategic Groups on a three-year
rotating basis. The review will focus on
several elements including the structure of
the relevant body, their output and whether
their mandate is still ongoing/needed.

Increased collaboration is needed
Often TCs are still functioning as islands
or do their work in silos. To optimize
IEC work and reduce duplication, TCs
need to cooperate more. But cooperation
is not limited to TCs; the IEC needs to
reach out to other bodies with relevant
expertise. It doesn’t always have all
the answers, nor is it expected to. To
produce the best work the industry
needs in standardization and conformity
assessment cooperation is an essential
theme going forward.
Opportunities
The IEC has many opportunities moving
forward and the SMB is ready to drive
the strategies that allow the commission
to reach the objectives that are outlined
in the Masterplan. This includes the need

to closely follow upcoming technologies
in cooperation with the MSB, and to put
in place the processes to initiate the right
technical work.
It also requires that the right structures,
tools and activities are in place to enable
the IEC to build the systems architectures
and use cases the industry needs.
To facilitate this evolution the SMB is
discussing limiting the terms for TC and
SC Chairmen and Convenors so as to
create opportunities for new people.
The SMB is also planning to put in place
training for leadership and experts to
increase project management skills and
to make better use of existing and next
generation tools.
Publicize new work
One of the most important challenges in
the future will be to find ways that better
enable NCs to reach out to experts
from adjacent industries and small and
medium enterprises to enable them to
participate early on in new projects.
Matthews concluded his presentation
by expressing his excitement to be
working with the SMB and the broader
IEC community on these upcoming
opportunities and challenges.

New structures, new challenges
Several new TCs have emerged
from proposals made by the National
Committees over the past few months.
Among those are IEC TC 117: Solar
Thermal Electric Plants, IEC PC 118:
Smart Grid User Interface and
IEC TC 119: Printed Electronics. Sector
Boards have been transformed into
Advisory Committees and new Strategic
Groups have been formed, such as
SMB SG 5: Ambient Assisted Living and
SMB SG 6: Electrotechnology for Mobility.
The latter is vitally important to coordinate
the work around electric vehicles
SMB SG 3: Smart Grid has pioneered the effort to integrate TC work with use cases
8
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Input for the right output
IEC Market Strategy Board

Report to IEC Council by Enno Liess,
IEC Vice-President and MSB (Market
Strategy Board) Convenor
For the third time, Enno Liess
presented his report on MSB activities
to Council Board. And while he has
agreed to stay on another year and
lend his expertise to the Commission,
he has now completed his final term
as IEC Vice President.
In his report Liess provided a brief
recapitulation of the membership,
scope and history behind the MSB
(see separate box) before delivering
an outline of MSB contributions,
recently completed work items and
new upcoming projects:

2010 follow-up to White Paper and
new Working Groups
Liess underlined that one of the most
important MSB recommendations,
which was provided for the Masterplan
and as part of the MSB White Paper
on Smart Electrification, was the
need for a systems level approach.
In 2010, a special working group
under the leadership of Sujeet Chand,
CTO of Rockwell, was established in
order to propose a framework for the
development of application standards
and conformity assessment services.
The group’s recommendations include
the establishment of a systems approach
policy as part of the ISO/IEC directives
and the elaboration of a set of conformity
assessment tools.
Masterplan recommendations
Also in 2010 the MSB was asked to
provide its input for the IEC Masterplan.
At the June meeting in Stockholm this
year, the IEC General Secretary confirmed
that several of the recommendations
issued by the MSB have been accepted
into the Masterplan. Those include the
need to involve experienced people
in IEC management and operational
structures so as to secure highly qualified,
market-oriented expertise,

and the restructuring of the IEC conformity
assessment activities to add the systemlevel perspective. With regard to the latter,
a strategic working group on system level
conformity assessment was put in place
and one of the first areas of focus is the
generation of wind power.
Increasing industry relevance
In order to increase the efficiency with
which the IEC prioritizes technical work,
a special working group: Technology and
Market Watch led by Professor Tomita
from Tokyo University was put in place
and tasked with setting up a mechanism
to help the IEC gather technical and
market trend information.
Continue doing what it does best
The special working group Outreach to
Consortia led by Dr Donald Deutsch,
Vice President at Oracle, organized a
workshop with IT industry representatives
in 2010 to discuss the pros and cons
of consortia and forum standards in
this area. Another meeting with different
industries was organized in 2011 to
collect their views on standards and
the role the IEC should occupy in this
area. In essence industry representatives
recommended that the IEC continue
providing what it does best –
IEC International Standards – but that it
should further improve its processes and
raise awareness and participation in its
work. These findings were shared with
the SMB.
White Paper on Electrical Energy
Storage
The biggest project for the MSB in 2011
concerned the development of a new
White Paper on Energy Storage under the
leadership of Dr Nakamura, former Vice
President of Tepco.
One of the things that became immediately
obvious when the MSB worked on the first
White Paper was how crucially important

The MSB aims to identify new market trends and stay ahead of industry needs
Issue 10/2011 I e-tech
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Electrical Energy Storage would soon
become. New renewable power stations
are put in service every day, but storage,
which is indispensable to accelerate the
integration of this energy source into the
grid, is often left out.
The MSB identified the need to analyze
the role of energy storage in electricity
use and identify all available technologies,
and their market potential. The White
Paper was also to provide market
guidance for the work of the IEC in
support of this industry.
Crucially important for the adoption
of renewable energy
Storage systems not only help smooth
out intermittent generation, such as
those by wind and the sun, but they
also help modulate excessive power
fluctuation and undependable power
supplies. They allow storing away excess
production during off-peak time, which
can then be used during peak demand;
this helps make full use of the generation
potential and reduces the cost of
electricity. Energy Storage also allows to
increase the reliability of the network and
provides back-up during power failures.
Finally in Microgrids and decentralized
generation it allows for optimization and
planning for local consumption.
Bringing in outside resources for
added efficiency
One of the key learnings from the first
White Paper was that to speed up
the work and make best use of the

Renewable energy generation needs to be
backed up by efficient energy storage
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expertise of participating members it
was necessary to add outside resources.
That’s why the MSB asked the Fraunhofer
Institute for Solar Energy Systems
to become involved and coordinate
some of the processes. The institute
helped organize a workshop, inviting
external experts in order to broaden the
knowledge base and increase the quality
of the work. Experts from relevant
IEC TCs and SCs also participated. The
institute then wrote the first draft of the
project report, which was discussed and
amended by the special working group
in June.

This special working group intends to
cooperate with a US academic institution,
which is to organize and host a workshop
similar to the one that was run by the
Fraunhofer Institute.

As a result, the second White Paper of
the MSB Electrical Energy Storage was
completed in less than 10 months and
was presented at the General Meeting in
Melbourne.

Over the coming months and years,
the MSB will continue to focus on the
systems approach. It will also define and
build the mechanisms that will allow it
to conduct a continuous and effective
technology and market watch under the
new leadership of Dr Donald Deutsch.

New project on integration of largescale batteries and renewables
Dr Yinbao Shu has taken the lead to
set up a new special working group on
the integration of large-scale energy
storage and renewables into the grid. The
working group will assess world-wide
integration needs; identify trends and
related technologies, build the world-wide
framework of standards that are needed
in this area and develop the relevant
roadmap.

Disaster relief, Microgrids,
Nanotechnology
Several other special working groups
have now been set up, including one
to analyse disaster preparedness and
recovery, and two that are tasked
with market watch and road mapping
activities in the area of Microgrids and
Nanotechnology.

An efficient body – much remains to
be done
The MSB is now three years into its
existence and the general consensus
is that it is an effective body that is
doing a good and useful job, providing
essential direct market input. Many of the
recommendations now need to be put in
place, but there is no doubt that the MSB
fills an important function in the IEC.

E-TECH SPECIAL

MSB: history, scope and accomplishments
The creation of a Market Strategy Board
was first discussed in the context of the
implementation of the 2006 Masterplan.
At that time the Executive Committee of
the IEC recommended that a new body
be created, whose primary task would be
to provide direct market feedback to the
IEC. That recommendation was approved
by the Council Board in October 2007.
The first meeting of the MSB took
place on Saturday 22 November 2008
immediately after the IEC General
Meeting in São Paolo.
The membership of the MSB includes
15 high-level representatives –
mainly CEOs or CTOs – of major
manufacturers, utilities and service
providers that represent equally the most
important regions of the world.
To signify the importance of this new
body, it is chaired by the IEC President
and includes IEC Officers as ex officio
members. All members are selected by
the IEC President.

The MSB builds on the successful
aspects of the Sector Boards and the
President’s Advisory Committee on
future Technology but replaced both of
them. It operates alongside the SMB
(Standardization Management Board)
and CAB (Conformity Assessment
Board) and reports to Council Board.
Enno Liess was elected as VicePresident, starting his mandate on
1 October 2007, and tasked with the
extensive job of creating and then
convening the Market Strategy Board.
His official mandate ended at the
General Meeting in Melbourne, but Liess
agreed to stay on for a further year to
lend his extensive expertise to the MSB.
The scope of the MSB is to identify
market trends and needs and to help
establish the market priorities for
standardization in those fields. Its aim
is to help the Commission increase
its ability to set priorities in line with
industry expectations and requirements,
and stay ahead of industry needs in

an increasingly global market with ever
more rapid technology development and
convergence.
The MSB publishes recommendations
in a form that differs from International
Standards.
To accomplish its work, the MSB sets
up special working groups that are
dissolved after they have completed
their work.

Published recommendations:
The special working group Electrical
Energy Efficiency under the leadership
of Claude Breining of Schneider Electric
prepared and published a White Paper:
Coping with the Energy Challenge. The
IEC’s role from 2010 to 2030, which
was accepted by Council at the end
of 2009 and officially launched at the
World Energy Congress in Montreal in
September 2010.

A systematic approach
Conformity Assessment
Fujisawa first outlined some of the
responsibilities of CAB in the context
of the IEC and cooperation with
ISO CASCO before talking about
highlights of CAB activities over the
past 12 months.

CAB Secretary Gabriel Barta (left) and
CAB Chairman Hiromichi Fujisawa

IEC Vice-President and Chairman of
CAB (Conformity Assessment Board)
Hiromichi Fujisawa presented his
report to the IEC Council.

CAB WT CAC, Wind turbine
certification advisory committee
Wind Turbine CA (Conformity
Assessment) is an area that CAB will
focus on in the next several years. With
support from TC 88: Wind Turbines,
CAB recently formed the WT CAC (Wind

Turbine Certification Advisory Committee).
A first meeting was held in May this year
in Anaheim, USA, followed by a second
meeting in September in Hamburg,
Germany. The interest is strong: 48
individuals from 41 different organizations
representing 13 countries and a wide
range of stakeholders participated.
Preparations and discussions on the future
shape of IEC CA for wind turbines are
advancing rapidly. The composition, the
officers and some aspects of the working
methods of this CAB working group are
decided. And while it will cooperate with
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TC 88, it is not a joint working group.
Next on the agenda are the revision and
clarification of terms of reference and the
preparation of the work programme and
working methods. To keep the momentum
going, the next meeting is set to take
place in February in Beijing.
Marine Energy CA
Marine Energy CA is another area CAB
needs to focus on and for this purpose
it has formed WG (Working Group) 15:
Marine Energy CA in June this year with
significant support from TC 114: Marine
Energy. The first meeting was held in
November in Frankfurt, Germany.
Conformity Assessment activities for
Electrical Energy Efficiency (E3)
CAB WG 12 for Electrical Energy
Efficiency has been active for five years
studying energy efficiency related policies
and regulations in major countries around
the globe. As part of its activity, it recently
sent out a questionnaire to developing
countries with the help of the
IEC Affiliate Country Programme.
The result was overwhelming: over fifty
countries responded.
Energy efficiency is clearly a hot topic
in many countries and relevant policies
and regulations have already been put
in place at the national level in many
of them. Despite that there is a strong
interest in harmonized programmes. One
idea that is currently being discussed is
the so-called “Universal labelling for E3”.
System-level Conformity Assessment
(SLCA)
Following up on the work of its ad hoc
group put in place at the last meeting
in response to the MSB’s systemsapproach recommendations, the CAB
created WG 16: Systems approach in
CA, and will call for members and appoint
a Convenor by correspondence.
In this context, a top priority is to clarify
in close cooperation with the SMB the
meaning of “Systems approach” and
the terms used, across standards, CA
and real-world systems. The topic is
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complex and requires the preparation
of an international framework, many
aspects need to be included and looked
at. Multiple technical committees need
to cooperate sometimes with specialists
from other standard development bodies
to satisfy industry needs.
Taking the example of an off-shore
wind-farm: SLCA would need to
include project certification, comprising
geographic implantation (location,
presence and strength of winds, distance
to shore and the ability to connect to the
grid) civil engineering and construction,
technical and design verification, type
tests, and much more. Investors need
to be able to rely that their investment
is sound in all areas. This involves the
cooperation of many specialists. The
difficulty lies in integrating top-down
and bottom-up specialists who don’t
necessarily use the same language,
e.g. an IT specialist who uses code
and needs to understand the needs
of an electrical engineer. It also means
looking how new things can integrate
with existing elements, now and in the
future. While much is still missing, partial
solutions are ready. Undoubtedly, a lot
of work will need to be accomplished
because this is where the future lies.
Conformity Assessment of the Smart
Grid
In the future, Smart Grid will be another
area where system-level conformity
assessment will become crucially
important to demonstrate performance
levels and attract and comfort investors.

State of IEC Conformity Assessment
Systems
The Systems’ financial results for 2010
were approved by the CAB. All Systems
showed excellent financial health and are
developing well in all respects.
IECQ:
IECQ (IEC Quality Assessment System for
Electronic Components), was established
in 1981 and celebrates its 30th anniversary
this year. The system’s major schemes,
HSPM (Hazardous Substance Process
Management) and ECMP (Electronic
Component Management Plan) are
growing in a steady manner. ECMP has
been successfully applied to the avionics
industry. Boeing and Airbus have applied
this scheme. Now its application to other
systems is being investigated. IECQ is
successfully cooperating with accreditation
bodies, under the IEC/ILAC/IAF MoU
(Memorandum of Understanding) that was
signed at the end of 2010.
IECEE:
IECEE (the IEC System of Conformity
Testing and Certification for Electrotechnical
Equipment and Components) is also
growing. The System increased the
number of issued certificates by 20 % to
72 000. One of the recent improvements
of the system is a simplification of CB-FCS
(Full Certification Scheme) which makes it
easier for members to operate. Because
of this, the number of multilateral
agreement signatories tripled and has
reached 31. The photovoltaic Quality Seal
and Quality Mark is also benefiting from
this improvement.
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WG 15: Marine Energy Conformity Assessment
was set up in June this year

performance and energy consumption.
It is thought that this new testing service
will help harmonize global energy
efficiency programmes. The
IECEE system is also investing in the
training of factory inspectors and peer
assessors. Currently there are more than
700 trained professionals working in this
field in the IECEE.

The CAB approved an expansion of
the IECEE scope to include energy
performance and energy consumption.
In this context, IECEE will create an
energy efficiency programme, which will
offer statements of test results in energy

IECEx:
IECEx (the IEC System for Certification
to Standards Relating to Equipment
for Use in Explosive Atmospheres) has
achieved a considerable surplus in 2010
and has issued over 17 000 certificates.

The IECEx CoPC (Certificate of Personnel
Competence), a new scheme that helps
assess and certify individuals working in
potentially hazardous areas, is of interest
and presents opportunities for the whole
of the IEC.
Cooperation with the UNECE (United
Nations Economic Commission for
Europe) has resulted in the UNECE
publication of a regulatory framework
for Ex areas, which essentially
recognises IECEx as the world best
practice model for the verification of
conformity to International Standards
in explosive areas.

Lord Kelvin Award
Highest distinction in electrotechnology
electrical and information technologies
between any point of generation and any
point of consumption.

From left: Klaus Wucherer, IEC President, Richard Schomberg and Ronnie Amit,
IEC General Secretary and CEO

Richard Schomberg received the
Lord Kelvin Award for his long-term
contribution to the IEC in the field of
electrotechnology from the hands
of IEC President Dr Klaus Wucherer
during a special dinner held at the
Regent Theatre during the
IEC General Meeting in Melbourne.

Smart Grids are hugely complex
constructions. Most electricity networks
are a patchwork of analogue and digital

equipment. Software and hardware have
been added here and there, resulting in
highly complex systems that now need
to evolve to become Smart Grids. Smart
Grids will be crucial to help nations
address the energy challenge, integrating
an increasing amount of renewable
energy and making overall more efficient
use of generated energy. The Smart Grid
concept is simple and complex at the
same time: it involves the modernization
of the electric grid, building on a lot of
existing infrastructure and integrating

Industry blueprint
Over the past several years Richard
Schomberg, currently Group VicePresident Smart Energy Standards at
EDF (Electricité de France) has been
instrumental in building the IEC’s Smart
Grid capabilities. In 2009 he brought
together world-leading Smart Grid experts
into SMB (Standardization Management
Board) SG (Strategic Group) 3 on
Smart Grid. Their first work resulted in a
framework and roadmap that have since
served as the blueprint for most of the
Smart Grid roadmaps that are currently in
use around the world.
Users in mind
Having managed numerous complex
Smart Grid projects himself, Schomberg
is intimately familiar with the needs of
Smart Grid project managers and this is
continuously reflected in all the projects
he initiates. Schomberg strongly feels
that the standard user is today both the
most important and the weakest link in
the chain that leads to the development
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of efficient Smart Grids, and that in the
future developing good standards will
not be sufficient. If standards remain as
complicated to use and understand as
they are today, then this will delay the
expansion of Smart Grids.
This reflection has led to development
of the online IEC Smart Grid Mapping
Solution, which has the ambitious goal
of making Smart Grid standards easy to
use. Ultimately the platform is to provide
a “one-stop shop” for the standards of
all relevant standardization bodies, not
just those of the IEC. Manufacturers,
designers and distributors will be able not
only to find in a single database all Smart
Grid related standards that apply to their
projects but also to obtain guidance on
how best to use them.

The Lord Kelvin Award ceremony took place
during a special dinner at the Regent Theatre
in Melbourne

Pioneering the systems approach
Under Schomberg’s chairmanship and
with the help of Smart Grid experts
from around the world, the IEC is truly
taking charge of global interoperability
in setting International Standards for
the Smart Grid. SG3 has pioneered the
systems approach in the IEC, holding
the light for many other technical fields
to follow. Schomberg has gone forward
in a successful mission where there have
been no prior efforts like it, and no trails
to follow. He is a tireless spokesman for
the work of the IEC and SG3, reaching
out to many consortia, trade groups and
Smart Grid initiatives around the world.
For his valued leadership in this critical
area, the management of innovation with
Technical and National Committees, and
his on-going dedication and support of
the IEC mission, Richard Schomberg has
been awarded the highest distinction of
the IEC – the Lord Kelvin Award 2011.
Lord Kelvin Award
The Lord Kelvin Award was created in 1995
and named after the IEC’s distinguished
first President, William Thomson,
Lord Kelvin, one of the most brilliant
minds of the 19th century. Kelvin was
an incessant inventor and, through
his mathematical genius, significantly

Richard Schomberg is a world-leading Smart
Grid expert

contributed to the advancement of modern
physics and science as well as the
understanding and practical application of
electrotechnology. IEC experts who receive
the Lord Kelvin Award have the same drive
to understand and improve the practical
applications of the millions of electrical and
electronic devices that are part of our lives.
The Lord Kelvin Award was presented to
Richard Schomberg by the IEC President,
Dr Klaus Wucherer, during a dinner for
Presidents, Chairmen and Secretaries
of National Committees and Technical
Committees. In the presence of his peers,
Schomberg received a solid gold medal,
a gold lapel pin and a personal certificate
signed by the IEC President and the
General Secretary.

Schomberg’s IEC involvement
•
•

•
•

Chairman SMB/SG3
Chairman IEC TC (Technical
Committee) 8: Systems aspects for
electrical energy supply
Convenor IEC TC 8/WG AHG 4:
Smart Grid Requirements
Past Chairman IEC TC 45:
Nuclear Instrumentation

Other standardization activities
• Emeritus member of the Gridwise
Architecture Council (US Department
of Energy)
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•

•
•

Co-Chair NIST T&D effort for the
Energy Independence & Security Act
2007
Intelligrid Architecture Chair
(International Consortium)
Intelligrid Strategy group Chair

General
Richard Schomberg has an MSc in
System Engineering from the Ecole
Supérieure d’Electricité, and over the
past 30 years has held a number of
management positions at EDF Group

R&D. He has been Professor of a Master
degree in System Engineering at the
Ecole Superieure d’Electricite for
six years.

He is a member of the Technology
Advisory Board of Southern California
Edison Smart Grid.
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Go ahead, Get ahead
The IEC Young Professionals - 2011 Workshop
Building on the success of the first
Young Professionals Workshop
in Seattle, USA, in 2010, and on
the ongoing involvement of the
2010 participants in the Young
Professionals Programme, the IEC
held its second workshop at this
year’s General Meeting in Melbourne.
Thirty IEC NCs (National Committees)
selected the 59 IEC Young
Professionals to attend the 2011
Young Professionals Workshop.

Sharing experiences
IEC President Klaus Wucherer officially
opened the workshop before IEC General
Secretary Ronnie Amit welcomed all
participants. The master of ceremonies,
Michel Bourassa of Canada, introduced
the Young Professionals Programme and
underlined the importance of involving the
younger generation in IEC work. On behalf
of the 2010 Young Professional Leaders,
Stephanie McLarty gave a first-hand
account of how the 2010 participants
had developed the programme over the
past year and reflected on their changed
perspectives on standardization and
conformity assessment.
Enthusiasm and motivation
on the agenda
The workshop was a mix of
presentations, interactive sessions as well
as management and technical meeting
observations. Both standardization and
conformity assessment were on the
agenda, offering participants an insider’s
view of the workings of the IEC.
Involvement is key
Through their observation of a technical
meeting participants gained an
understanding of the importance of being
actively involved and the awareness
that technical work is more than just
commenting on documents. At the
workshop, participants underlined their

A group of Young Professionals during a breakout session

views that involvement in standardization
and conformity assessment work is an
important part of career development
and that their employers can benefit
enormously from their involvement.
New Leaders elected
As in 2010, the Young Professionals
elected three Leaders who will spread
their messages and be their voice within
the IEC community. The 2011 Leaders
are:
•
•
•

Elaine Clayton (Australia)
Jonathan Colby (United States)
David Tackie (Denmark)

In the first quarter of 2012, e-tech will
feature interviews with all three Leaders.
Feedback from the workshop
The aim of the Young Professionals
Programme is to get young managers
and engineers involved in
IEC standardization and conformity
assessment activities, and from the
feedback received, it is achieving its
mission.
In the questionnaire given at the end of
the workshop, all participants said they
found the experience valuable, 90 %
said their expectations were fulfilled and

91 % said they planned or would like to
get more involved in the IEC, which they
described as very open to newcomers.
They said that seeing the standardization
community accept them so easily and in
such a friendly way was both extremely
encouraging and motivating.
In their own words
“I was most impressed by the dedication
and commitment shown by a number
of high-level executives within the IEC
to the Young Professionals Programme.
It was a privilege to listen to speeches
they had written specifically for the
workshop and to attend SMB and CAB
meetings which would not otherwise be
accessible to us. It was also an honour to
network with IEC executives and experts
during coffee breaks, lunches
and dinners.”
Elaine Clayton from Australia
“I want to thank you for all your support.
It was an amazing experience, one of
the best in my life. Actually, I think it’s a
very nice programme that needs to be
continued for the future of IEC. So, please
count with me for anything that could
be done for the programme. There’s
a lot that can be done with the Young
Professionals.”
Arturo Gaytan from Mexico
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Questions and discussions followed each
presentation

“It was one of the best workshops
I have ever attended. I gained a lot of
information about the IEC which will
enable me to do my standardization job
better and more efficiently.”
Gurveen Singh Sachdeva from India
On the workshop
The three-day event started with a
reception the night preceding the
workshop, where IEC Officers were
present to welcome the participants.
The workshop saw IEC key staff
members and other high-level speakers
give presentations on topics ranging

from involvement in IEC standardization
work and participation in technical
meetings and conformity assessment
activities to Smart Grid, multimedia, the
importance of IT tools in IEC work and
much more.
Participants had the opportunity to
observe the SMB (Standardization
Management Board) and CAB
(Conformity Assessment Board) meeting
as well as a technical meeting of their
choice.

Following interactive sessions in the
morning, the afternoon of the third
day was dedicated to an industry visit
organized by the Australian NC.
For more information on the Young
Professionals’ Programme and the
workshop, please go to:
http://www.iec.ch/members_experts/ypp/

Ex gene running in the Wigg family
Grandfather Ralph and grandson
Jason both attend IEC GM
in Melbourne
Few people knew that two members of
the same family were delegates at the
IEC General Meeting in Melbourne. This
is unusual enough and might not have
been noticed if Michel Bourassa hadn’t
found out that one of this year’s Young
Professionals was attending the
IEC General Meeting with his
grandfather.
Ralph Wigg and his grandson Jason
attended the General Meeting this year.
Both are involved in the Ex sector and
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work in the company Ralph founded in
Australia, E-x Solutions International.
Ralph, who has been involved in the
Ex field for most of his career, is one
of the founding members of IECEx,
and the driving force behind the
IECEx CoPC (Certificate of Personnel
Competence).
Jason was one of the three Young
Professionals selected by the
Australian NC (National Committee)
to participate in the 2011 Young
Professionals Workshop. Working in
the Ex sector is a vocation for Jason.
Ever since his grandmother explained

what his grandfather’s occupation was,
he wanted to follow in his footsteps.
He studied to become an engineer,
specialized in the Ex field and went to
work in his grandfather’s company.
Early in 2011, Ralph mentioned the
Young Professionals Programme to his
grandson. Without telling the family,
Jason found out what the selection
criteria were, wrote an essay and sent
his application to the Australian NC.
The rest is history.
Only then did he tell his grandfather
that he would join him in Melbourne for
the IEC General Meeting.
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Council Statutory Session
Report on elections, appointments and other statutory issues
Council, the supreme governing
body of the IEC, held its meeting on
Friday 28 October 2011 during the
IEC General Meeting in Melbourne.
The morning session was dedicated
to the statutory issues of the
Commission.

Statutory issues concerned the
election/appointment of
• Future General Secretary and CEO of
the IEC
• Treasurer
• Chairman of the CAB (Conformity
Assessment Board) and IEC VicePresident
• Five Members of the Council Board
• Three Members of the SMB
(Standardization Management Board)
• Four Members of the CAB
Other principal items on the agenda
• The General Secretary’s report on the
past year’s operations (see e-tech
article)
• Financial matters
• A report from the Council Board, as
well as separate reports from the
three Vice-Presidents on SMB, CAB
and MSB (Market Strategy Board)
activities (see e-tech articles on SMB,
CAB and MSB)
• Forthcoming GMs (General Meetings)
Before moving on to the meeting’s
agenda items, Council expressed its
warm appreciation to the Organizing
Committee and the Australian National
Committee for their excellent organization
of the 75th IEC General Meeting and for
the generous hospitality extended to
IEC delegates in Melbourne.
Appointment
Council approved the recommendation
of the selection committee that Frans
Vreeswijk be appointed as IEC General

IEC Officers
From left: Hiromichi Fujisawa, Vice-President and CAB Chairman, Jacques Régis, Immediate Past
President, Klaus Wucherer, President, Ronnie Amit, General Secretary & CEO, Olivier Gourlay,
Treasurer, James E. Matthews, Vice-President and SMB Chairman, and Enno Liess,
Vice-President and MSB Convenor

Secretary and CEO as of 1 October
2012, in succession to the current
CEO Ronnie Amit. To ensure a smooth
transition, he will commence his duties
in Central Office as Deputy General
Secretary on 1 March 2012.
Election results
Åke Danemar of Sweden was elected
IEC Treasurer for a three-year term of
office (2012-2014), succeeding Olivier
Gourlay who will complete his second
and final term at the end of 2011.
Hiromichi Fujisawa of Japan was reelected Chairman of the Conformity
Assessment Board for a second threeyear term of office (2012-2014).

The following Council Board
Members were elected / re-elected
for a three-year term of office
(2012-2014)
• Charlotte Brogren (Sweden)
• Thembani Bukula (South Africa)
• Kaphong Choi (Republic of Korea)
• Paul Coebergh van den Braak
(Netherlands)
• Fabián Yaksic (Brazil)
The SMB Members elected /
re-elected for a three-year term of
office (2012-2014) were:
• Keith Rodel (Canada)
• Myoung-Jae Shin (Republic of Korea)
• Pablo Corróns (Spain)
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Council approved the audited accounts
of the Commission for 2010 as well
as the transfer of the surplus accruing
from 2010 operations to the special
fund for future investments. Council also
approved the proposed budget and
distribution of national dues for 2012.

Frans Vreeswijk was appointed as
IEC General Secretary and CEO as of
1 October 2012

The CAB Members elected /
re-elected for a three-year term of
office (2012-2014) were:
• Shawn Paulsen (Canada)
• Uwe Kampet (Germany)
• Toshiyuki Kajiya (Japan)
• Ted Gaertner (Netherlands)
Financial matters
Olivier Gourlay, IEC Treasurer, reported on
the financial situation of the IEC.

Future General Meetings
• 76th General Meeting:
• Oslo, 1 to 5 October 2012, hosted by
the Norwegian NC
• 77th General Meeting
• New Delhi, 21 to 25 October 2013,
hosted by the Indian NC
• 78th General Meeting:
• Council officially accepted the
invitation of the Japanese National
Committee to host the 2014 General
Meeting in Tokyo from 10 to 14
November
Although Council can only officially
accept invitations from National
Committees up to three years in
advance, many Members have already
declared their intention to host a future
IEC GM:
• 79th General Meeting
• The Malaysian NC intends to make an
invitation for 2015
• 80th General Meeting
• Germany has expressed an interest in
hosting the event in 2016

•
•

81st General Meeting
The Russian Federation has stated its
intention to invite the IEC for the
2017 GM

Thereafter, the Chinese, Swedish and
Korean IEC National Committees have
expressed an interest in hosting the
GM in the years 2019, 2020 and 2021
respectively.

Åke Danemar was elected IEC Treasurer for a
three-year term (2012-2014)

IEC Council
The Council is a legislative body and its
members are:
•
•
•

the Presidents of all IEC Full
Member National Committees,
the current IEC Officers and all Past
Presidents
the Council Board members.

The Council sets IEC policy and longterm strategic and financial objectives. It
delegates the management of
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IEC work to the CB (Council Board), with
specific management responsibilities in
the spheres of standards, conformity
assessment and market strategy being
assumed respectively by the SMB
(Standardization Management Board),
the CAB (Conformity Assessment
Board) and the MSB (Market Strategy
Board).
The Council is also responsible
for approving applications for

IEC membership and proposed
amendments to the IEC Statutes and
Rules of Procedure.
The Council meets at least once a year
at the IEC General Meeting, usually on
the last day.
In between meetings the Council
members vote by correspondence.
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Thomas A. Edison Award
2011 Laureates
The IEC Thomas A. Edison
Awards are attributed each year
to recognize exceptional current
achievement in the management of
IEC standardization and conformity
assessment activities by current
TC (Technical Committee) and SC
(Subcommittee) officers or officers of
the IEC CA (Conformity Assessment)
Systems.

Anne Bosma, ABB, Sweden
Secretary TC 17: Switchgear and
controlgear and SC 17A: High-voltage
switchgear and controlgear

The Thomas A. Edison Award, which was
created in 2010, is attributed to persons
who have rendered outstanding service
in the management of their committee
during the past five years. In any year, up
to seven awards are presented to TC/SC
candidates by the SMB (Standardization
Management Board) and up to two to CA
Systems officers by the CAB (Conformity
Assessment Board).

Wim De Kesel, LEGRAND, Belgium
Secretary TC 23: Electrical accessories

Stringent selection criteria
To be proposed for nomination,
TC/SC officers must have made an
outstanding contribution to
IEC systems and standardization work
that positively impacted the committee’s
key stakeholders and/or the efficiency of
its work. Proposed candidates must still
be active in the IEC.

Through his strong, efficient and capable
administrative leadership Bosma has
in an outstanding way contributed to
structuring both committees to allow
them to most efficiently meet the market
needs of high-voltage products.

Ken-ichi Sato is one of the five 2011 laureates

Potential candidates from a conformity
assessment system or subsidiary body
will have rendered outstanding services in
the committee management of one of the
systems during the past five years.
Laureates receive their award from the
hands of the Vice-President Chairman of
the SMB or CAB during the respective
board meeting that is held in conjunction
with the General Meeting.
This year, James E. Matthews III,
IEC Vice-President and Chairman of the
SMB, presented the TC/SC laureates with
a silver medal, lapel pin and certificate
during the IEC GM (General Meeting) in
Melbourne, Australia. Wim De Kesel, one
of the SMB nominees, was not able to
be present and will receive his award at a
later date.

De Kesel has been the driving force
behind the investigation into the new roles
of DC for increased energy efficiency,
actively promoting the work of the IEC.
His approach goes beyond the traditional
role of the Secretary in that he challenges
traditional thinking and points IEC work
in new directions consistent with rapidly
evolving technologies.
Wolfgang Kreinberg, TÜV SÜD,
Germany
Chairman IECEE Factory Inspection
Committee, convenor or member of
various IECEE working groups,
IEC Coordinator in ISO/CASCO WG 31,
Lead Assessor and Trainer for Peer
Assessment of the IECEE CB Scheme

In the absence of Wolfgang Kreinberg,
CAB did not hold a Thomas A. Edison
Award ceremony in Melbourne. Kreinberg
will receive his award in early 2012.
This year’s laureates of the
Thomas A. Edison Award are:
Lev Travin was at the event in Melbourne to
receive his award

Anne Bosma receiving his award
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Kreinberg has on many levels significantly
contributed to the success of the
IEC Conformity Assessment Systems
and in particular IECEE (IEC System
of Conformity Testing and Certification
for Electrotechnical Equipment and
Components).

groups and has successfully put in place
active collaboration with other TCs and
outside organizations to streamline
standardization work in superconductivity
for the benefit of industry.

Ken-ichi Sato, Sumitomo Electric
Industries, Ltd, Japan
Secretary TC 90: Superconductivity

Lev Travin, All-Russian
Electrotechnical Institute, Russia
Secretary SC 22F: Power electronics for
electrical transmission and distribution
systems

Sato was one of the driving forces behind
the establishment of this TC. Today he
efficiently administrates the 13 working

Travin successfully identified the need
for standardization in high voltage, high
current power components and products:

He enthusiastically drove the introduction
of market-based working principles in his
SC. Under Travin’s leadership, SC 22F has
been able to vastly increase the publication
of high-quality consensus standards,
responding efficiently to the needs of new
markets and technologies.

Thomas Alva Edison (1847-1931)
Born in Ohio, US, Thomas Edison,
who suffered from increasing deafness
throughout his early life, was educated
by his mother at home, which left him
with a creatively unorthodox approach
to science and technology.
After hearing lectures in 1861 on
the cutting-edge technology of

“multiplexing” telegraph signalling,
Edison improved duplex transmission
technology and later patented the first
quadruplex transmitter.

was about to reveal the world’s first
viable electrical filament lamp and three
years later he dazzled America with his
brightest invention.

Aged 29, Edison developed a carbon
transmitter, which soon became a
standard feature in telephones. In 1878
he announced dramatically that he

Safety in Ex environments
Practical approach to IECEx certification for industrializing countries
Incidents such as the explosion that
caused the oil spill in the Gulf of
Mexico in 2010 clearly demonstrate
the need for the strictest safety
measures not only for equipment
operated in hazardous environments,
but also for the people who man
these installations and often work in
harsh and extreme conditions.

personnel competence, at the
IEC industrializing country workshop
which took place during the General
Meeting in Melbourne. IECEx is
the only international system that
covers the testing and certification
of equipment, repair and overhaul
facilities and personnel competence.

IECEx, the IEC System for
Certification to Standards Relating
to Equipment for Use in Explosive
Atmospheres, was invited to address
these issues, focusing primarily on

Chaired by Kerry McManama,
IECEx Chairman, who warmly welcomed
all participants, the workshop attracted
more than 80 people from 31 Members
and Affiliate countries. Also present were
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Kerry McManama (left) and Chris Agius

Phuntsho Wangdi, the new IEC Affiliate
Leader, and Evah Oduor, the IEC Affiliate
Coordinator for Africa.

E-TECH
ISSUESPECIAL
FOCUS
was made by Ralph Wigg, a member of
the IECEx Executive and Chairman of
the newly established ExPCC
(IECEx Certificate of Personal
Competence Committee), one of the
IECEx committees responsible for
overseeing the day-to-day operation of
the IECEx CoPC Scheme.
Wigg first defined what competence is
and why it is required, then went on to
explain the philosophy of the scheme,
the 10 units of competence (covering
specific work functions in hazardous
environments) and the complete process
applicants have to go through to obtain
a Certificate of Personnel Competence.

Liaw Wai Khiong

The session was a balanced mix of
presentations and discussions. This
interactive and practical approach
was extremely well received by all
participants who showed a keen
interest in the issues that were raised
and had many very specific questions
for the speakers.
Benefits of IECEx
Chris Agius, IECEx Executive Secretary,
introduced the IECEx System,
described its structure and Schemes
and explained the benefits of using the
system for industry, governments and
regulators.
Case study: Brunei Darussalam
Liaw Wai Khiong, Co-Chairman of
the Brunei Darussalam National
Electrotechnical Committee (TECO
Electrical) and the IECEx focal point,
presented the challenges faced by
his country to ensure Ex competence
in hazardous environments such as
oil and gas refineries, petrochemical
industries, power plants and the armed
forces. While the country has adopted
some IEC International Standards
(e.g. the IEC 60079-10 series on the

classification of areas in explosive
atmospheres), no formal national
standards or regulations are in place.
One additional problem is the high
turnover of personnel.
Why personnel competence is
essential
The final presentation of the day
focused on the IECEx Certification of
Personnel Competence Scheme and

Future events
The Q&A sessions that followed the
presentations gave participants the
opportunity to ask questions that
concerned not only the CoPC but all
other IECEx Schemes. The possibility
of having similar events in other parts
of the world was mentioned and is now
under consideration by the IEC.
Chris Agius also informed attendees of
another event they could participate in: the
upcoming IECEx International Conference
that will take place in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates, on 20-21 March 2012. For more
information on the Dubai conference:
www.iecex.com

From left: Evah Oduor, Phuntsho Wangdi, Françoise Rauser (IEC Affiliate Secretariat) and Ralph Wigg
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Affiliate Forum
A new leader and a birthday
A special platform allows Affiliate
countries participating in the
IEC GM (General Meeting) to
exchange views, share experiences
and discuss common challenges
and issues. In Melbourne they were
also able to meet their new leader,
Phuntsho Wangdi from Bhutan, and to
celebrate the 10th anniversary of the
Programme.

A growing number of national
adoptions
Adoption trends continue to be very
positive, with 248 new national adoptions
since the last report, bringing the total to
3 548 IEC International Standards being
adopted in 37 Affiliate countries.
Four additional countries have set up
their NEC (National Electrotechnical
Committee) since Seattle, bringing the
total to 30.

After a warm welcome by
Françoise Rauser, IEC Affiliate Secretary,
who outlined rights and duties of
participants at the GM, Phuntsho Wangdi
shared the report that is submitted every
year by the Affiliate Leader to the
IEC SMB (Standardization Management
Board) and CAB (Conformity Assessment
Board). He presented the expanded
Affiliate team, with Carlos Rodriguez
having taken on the new role of Affiliate
Coordinator for Latin America.

Affiliate Plus status
In 2011 Malawi was granted Affiliate Plus
status, which now comprises
13 countries. This status is reserved for
countries that have adopted at least
50 IEC International Standards and
established a NEC. It was created in 2009
to satisfy additional needs of countries
which were already making full use of the
possibilities offered by the normal Affiliate
Country Programme.

Steadily getting stronger
Wangdi’s report presented the success
of the Programme since its inception in
2001 and provided a brief flashback on
leaders, key milestones and the increasing
participation of countries. Today, the
IEC Affiliate Country Programme counts
82 participants, the most recent addition
being Azerbaijan.

Electrical Energy Efficiency survey
results
He also provided insights into the results
of the CAB survey on E3 (Electrical
Energy Efficiency), which had been
carried out in the context of the Affiliate
Country Programme and generated
a record participation of 54 % of all
Affiliate countries. Key findings were

that a majority of participants are asking
for a harmonized E3 approach, an E3
conformity mark, regional awareness
workshops and campaigns, as well as
training programmes.
International cooperation and training
Cooperation with international
organizations reached a new high in 2011:
the IEC co-chaired the DCMAS Network
with ISO; ran the first ISO/IEC regional
course on Adopting and Referencing
International Standards in Singapore;
welcomed a delegation of 25 countries
at its headquarters as part of the WTO
(World Trade Organization) training course
on the TBT Agreement, and more. The
IEC is cooperating with UNIDO on a joint
brochure on CA (Conformity Assessment)
and will participate in a workshop on the
same topic.
Furthermore, Wangdi outlined the strong
participation of the IEC in regional events
and pointed to training courses that were
held in several countries in Latin America.
Objectives 2012
Wangdi stressed the need to continue
strong collaboration with regional
organizations and outlined the
Programme’s objectives for 2012:
•

•

•

•

•
IEC Affiliate Secretary Françoise Rauser speaking at the Affiliate Forum
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Reinforce collaboration between CAB
and the Affiliate Secretariat, particularly
on E3 issues
Organize a CA (Conformity
Assessment) training course at the
regional level and a special workshop
on CA possibly at the 2012 GM in Oslo
Cooperate with international partners
to raise awareness of IEC work in
standardization and its CA Systems.
Reach out to the Pacific Islands Forum
and continue to increase the focus on
the Asia region through the Affiliate
Leader and IEC-APRC
Continue to raise awareness in Central
Europe and French-speaking Africa

E-TECH SPECIAL
for consideration and reply. Rossi also
pointed out that some IEC documents
could be accessed by all without
restrictions.

The Melbourne General Meeting was the first
for new IEC Affiliate Leader Phuntsho Wangdi

Accessing and commenting on
IEC documents
After a brief explanation of the scope of
his TC (Technical Committee), Umberto
Rossi, Chairman of TC 86: Fibre optics,
explained how Affiliate countries could
access and comment on
IEC documents via the IEC website.
After being granted a general and
technical login by the Affiliate Secretariat,
countries can access and comment on
circulated working documents, up to and
including the CDV stage (special rules
as well as limitations with regard to the
number of experts and TCs/SCs apply).
All submitted comments are forwarded
to the respective TC or SC Secretary

Rossi concluded his presentation by
underlining how important an efficient
communication and information
infrastructure was for the development of
any country; participation in TC 86 gives
Affiliates access to the most advanced
technology in this area. He mentioned
that to date Mongolia and Jordan (now a
member) had selected TC 86 and invited
other Affiliate countries to participate in its
activities.
Case study: Tanzania
Tanzania’s Head of Engineering Standards
Department, Thomas M. Mnunguli,
presented how Tanzania participates
in IEC standardization work. He
underlined the benefits of the standards
adoption process and the advantages
that participation in the IEC Affiliate
Country Programme offers. Mnunguli’s
presentation received a lot of interest from
participants.
Focus on regional issues
The second part of the Affiliate Forum
consisted of three breakout sessions
where participants were able to focus on
regional issues. In the absence of Carlos

Rodríguez, IEC Regional Manager for
Latin America Amaury Santos met with
the Latin American delegates. IEC Affiliate
Secretary Françoise Rauser and Affiliate
Leader Phuntsho Wangdi convened the
session on Asia-Pacific. Each session
provided feedback on IEC representation
in regional events and focused on ways of
increasing participation in technical work.
It also encouraged Affiliates to set up their
own NEC to take advantage of
IEC International Standards and better
use the tools provided by the IEC.
Evah Oduor, IEC Affiliate Coordinator for
Africa, convened the session on Africa
which brought together almost
20 participants. She presented a report
on her activities representing the IEC in
the region and facilitating the participation
of African countries in IEC work. She also
gave AFSEC Executive Secretary Paul
Johnson and President Claude Koutoua an
opportunity to give an update on AFSEC.
AFSEC report
Paul Johnson provided insights into the
structure and work of AFSEC, which
was founded in 2008 with the support
of the IEC. AFSEC is responsible for
the identification and harmonization of
standards in the area of power generation
and brings together representatives of
the power industries of many members
of the African Union. The mandate of the
conference of African Ministers of Energy
is for AFSEC to be a subsidiary body of
AFREC (African Energy Commission).
The close cooperation between the
IEC and AFSEC (an official agreement
between the two organizations was
signed in 2009) led to the organization of
a capacity-building workshop in Nairobi,
Kenya, in September 2011. An outcome
of the workshop was the formation of
the first five mirror Technical Committees
to the IEC; the election of chairmen and
secretaries and the establishment of the
strategic business and action plans as
well as tasks of each TC. A vital next
step will be to increase the membership
of each TC to include all African Affiliate
countries and to motivate them to also
become statutory members of AFSEC.

Participants and IEC Affiliate Coordinator for Africa, Evah Oduor, at the Affiliate dinner
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Photo gallery
A selection of photos taken during the 75th IEC General Meeting in Melbourne.
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Leading light
Enthusiasm, leadership and know-how
“I didn’t know much about
standardization and that’s why I was
hired for the job at DKE”, said
Enno Liess in one of his
characteristic understatements.
And while this may have been
true in 1992, when he joined DKE,
he has since become one of the
leading lights in the international
standardization arena and a valued
management member of the IEC.

Liess’s career path is admittedly unusual.
After studies of electrical engineering
which he completed at the Technical
University in Munich he went on to
the Royal Military College of Science
in the UK and thereafter occupied
increasingly higher positions in the
German Armed Forces and NATO.
Upon his retirement from active duty
at the level of Brigadier, he decided to
return to his roots – electrotechnology
- and in 1992 accepted a position as
a member of the top management
team at DKE. As strange as it may
sound, his relative ignorance of the
standardization process combined
with top-notch leadership qualities
were clear assets. Over the years he
successfully led DKE and moved on
to become the General Secretary of
VDE (German Electrotechnical and
Electronic Information Technology

The 2011 White Paper deals with electrical
energy storage
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Association - Verband der Elektrotechnik
Elektronik Informationstechnik e.V.),
one of the most important European
electrotechnical associations, where
he successfully defended German
interests in European and International
standardization forums.
When Liess was elected as the third
IEC Vice President in October 2007,
he was tasked with the foundation,
promotion and subsequent leadership of
the new MSB (Market Strategy Board).
A body that was to identify technology
trends and provide direct feedback on
market needs to the IEC, with the aim
to increase the efficiency, visibility and
recognition of the commission in the
market place.
Asked about defining moments, Liess
underlined how he enjoyed finding and
interviewing the right members for the
MSB during an intense journey around
the world. His efforts were crowned with
success and the 15-person participant
list of the MSB reads like a veritable
“Who’s Who” in electrotechnology.
With the help of its members, who are
active in special working groups, the MSB
encourages the IEC to take a pro-active

The 2010 White Paper was compiled by the
MSB under the leadership of Enno Liess

Enno Liess (left) and IEC President Klaus
Wucherer

lead on discussions in the area of energy
efficiency and Smart Grids, putting in
place a technology watch and roadmapping solutions, as well as promoting
efficient outreach to consortia.
When asked about the most important
accomplishments of the MSB, Liess
points to the two White Papers that
were compiled under his leadership. The
first one was issued in September 2010
under the title “Coping with the Energy
Challenge” and outlines the role of the
IEC from 2010 to 2030, including the
importance of smart electrification as a
major contributor to energy efficiency
and the need for a systems approach
to achieve optimal outcomes. True
to the scope of the MSB, it identifies
technology trends and market needs,
provides strategic insights and defines
priorities for standardization and
conformity assessment in this area.
The second White Paper which was
presented during the General Meeting
in Melbourne in October 2011 covers
the hugely important topic of electrical
energy storage without which a broad
integration of renewable energies will
remain utopic.
While Liess has now successfully
completed his mandate as
IEC Vice-President he has agreed to stay
on an additional year to lend his expertise
to the MSB.

IEC FAMILY

Finance matters
Calm in the economic storm
At the Council meeting, IEC President
Dr Klaus Wucherer thanked Olivier
Gourlay, who will be completing his
second and final term as IEC Treasurer
at the end of 2011, for his support and
commitment to the IEC. He underlined
that Gourlay’s extensive experience and
calm nature were especially appreciated.
With his help, the IEC had been able
to weather the world economic crisis
and concentrate on supporting its
community with new tools and services,
while reducing the member’s financial
burden.
The Treasurer has an important role in
the IEC, having sole responsibility to
Council for the Commission’s finances.
He guides the IEC in all financial
matters, answering to Council for the
soundness of the budget that is based
on the indications supplied by the
General Secretary and presenting his
observations on the annual audited
financial reports.
Gourlay was elected as Treasurer at the
2005 General Meeting In Cape Town,

Olivier Gourlay will complete his final term as
IEC Treasurer at the end of 2011

Gourlay worked for three years with the World
Bank in Washington DC

South Africa, and started his first of two
three-year terms on 1 January 2006.

he was in charge of coordinating
international assistance agencies
in rehabilitation and privatization
programmes with national Governments.

A graduate of the Ecole Centrale de
Paris, one of the leading engineering
universities in France, Gourlay has
held several high-level management
positions in Nuclear Engineering and the
Distribution Division at EDF (Electricité
de France), where he started his career
in the mid-1970s. He also worked
for three years with the World Bank
in Washington, DC, as task manager
on several energy projects in Ukraine,
Lithuania, Moldova and Belarus, where

Following an assignment at
EDF Headquarters on IT protection,
security and confidentiality, he was
appointed Managing Director for
Standardization at the EDF Research &
Development Division in 2003, a position
that he continues to occupy.
Gourlay is also President of UTE, the
French National Committee of the IEC.

The IEC has been able to weather the world economic crisis
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Pooling resources
IEC-OIML agreement helps reduce costs, time and complexity
CIML (International Committee) meeting.
As the steering committee for OIML,
the CIML meets annually to review the
organization’s technical progress and
administrative operations.
Close technical cooperation
Through this cooperation agreement, IEC
and OIML will maintain mutual liaisons and
collaboration through several channels:

•

•

•

the International Bureau of Legal
Metrology and the Central Secretariat
of the International Electrotechnical
Commission
the Secretariats of OIML Technical
Committees and Subcommittees
and IEC Technical Committees and
Subcommittees
the relevant conformity assessment
systems of both Organizations

IECEE Executive Secretary Pierre de Ruvo
(left) and CIML President Peter Mason sign
the cooperation agreement between
IEC and OIML

“If you cannot measure it,
you cannot improve it”.
Lord Kelvin, First IEC President.
What Lord Kelvin said more than
a hundred years ago is still true.
The technology of the 21st century
may be a far cry from that of Lord
Kelvin’s era, but metrology is still a
key element of standardization and
conformity assessment, essential to
the work of the IEC and the OIML,
the International Organization of
Legal Metrology.
3D offers extremely precise measurement of large objects, components and assemblies of
machines (Photo: PMIGuys, LLC)

Milestone
To optimize efficiency and streamline
their resources, the two organizations
have reached a historic agreement
and signed an MoU (Memorandum
of Understanding) that will allow for
close cooperation in all areas of mutual
interest. This will help significantly to
reduce costs, time and complexity
for testing laboratories that are using
the GUM (Guide to the expression of
uncertainty in measurement).
The MoU was signed by IECEE Executive
Secretary Pierre de Ruvo, on behalf of the
IEC General Secretary and CEO Ronnie
Amit and by CIML President Peter Mason
at a special ceremony that took place in
Prague on 13 October 2011 during the
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The OIML and the IEC have also
agreed to consult each other on any
technical issues of joint interest and
provide each other with any information
or documentation concerning matters
of mutual interest, in particular legal
metrology related to standardization and
conformity assessment.

IECEE Systems and OIML.
IECEE Executive Secretary Pierre de
Ruvo was instrumental in establishing a
true partnership with his counterpart at
OIML, Assistant Director Willem Kool.
Their joint efforts to bring the agreement
to fruition have paid off and cooperation
is now a reality.

purpose of assessment of t
esting laboratories operating in the
IECEE System. This includes a
common understanding of the technical
issues related to the evaluation of
measurement data, e.g. the role of
measurement uncertainty in conformity
assessment.

Past efforts pay off
This type of cooperation agreement
is unprecedented in the conformity
assessment world and builds on years of
collaboration between the

Talking the same language
Another objective set out by the
MoU is to facilitate a coordinated
application of ISO/IEC standards
and guidance documents for the

Provisions are also made for joint training
and workshops for lead assessors,
and when possible, joint work on the
development of harmonized procedures
and policies.

About IECEE and OIML
About IECEE
IECEE is the IEC System for
Conformity Assessment of
Electrotechnical Equipment and
Components. It operates the CB
Scheme and the Full Certification
Scheme including Factory Inspections.
IECEE provides third-party conformity
testing and certification for safety
and performance of home and office

equipment, home entertainment,
medical devices, cables, lighting,
portable tools and solar photovoltaic.
The IECEE website provides a
complete list of product categories.
About OIML
OIML is an intergovernmental
organization which was established to
harmonize legal metrology regulations

and methods of control, to solve, at
the international level, technical and
administrative issues as they relate
to legal metrology concerning the
manufacture, the use and the control
of measuring instruments and to
facilitate the coordination of the efforts
of its Member States in this field.

Men of Ex-perience
Improving safety of hazardous areas through certified personnel competence

Ralph Wigg was the driving force behind the
IECEx Certificate of Personnel Competence

Testing and certification of
Ex (explosive) equipment and its
servicing is essential, as is the
assessment and certification of
competence of those individuals that
install, repair and handle equipment
in hazardous areas. Safety depends
on it.

companies with independent proof that
a person has the required competence
and capability (based on qualifications,
experience and demonstrated ability) to
implement the International Ex Standards
and to work on, or repair, equipment
located in hazardous areas. This can be
especially important for consultants and
contracted staff.

Certifying skills and competence
Early in 2010, IECEx launched the new
CoPC (IECEx Certificate of Personnel
Competence) Scheme. This provides

The international IECEx certificate is
personal, non-transferable and valid
across international borders. As well as
the certificate itself, IECEx also consists
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IECEx Lead Assessor, is also one of the
foundation member experts behind the
IECEx CoPC Scheme.

Kent Ruuth (left) received his CopC from Thierry Houeix, Certification Officer at INERIS

of a wallet-sized identification card
with photo, providing instant proof of
certification.
Driving force behind CoPC
Ralph Wigg, who has his own consulting
firm specializing in the field of explosion
protection, is one of the founding
member experts of IECEx, the
IEC System for Certification to Standards
Relating to Equipment for Use in
Explosive Atmospheres.
Most importantly, Wigg has been the
driving force behind the establishment of
the IECEx CoPC Scheme. His life-long
involvement in the Ex field convinced him
that it is essential to assess and certify
the skills and competences of persons
working in hazardous areas.
Today, Wigg is a Member of the
IECEx Executive and Chairman of
the newly established ExPCC
(IECEx Certificate of Personal
Competence Committee), one of the
IECEx Committees responsible for
overseeing the day-to-day operation
of the IECEx CoPC Scheme.

granted an international IECEx CoPC.
He received his Certificate from
Ron Sinclair, Managing Director of
Baseefa, one of the foundation EXCBs
(Certification Bodies) of the IECEx, and
one of the first approved ExCBs for
the IECEx CoPC Scheme. Baseefa is a
leading and internationally-recognized
certification body for explosion-protected
equipment. Allan Ogden, DSEAR
(Dangerous Substances and Explosive
Atmospheres Assessments)
& Service Facilities Manager, Baseefa,
also attended the ceremony.
CoPC for Swedish TC 31 expert
The second person to receive his CoPC in
Melbourne was Kent Ruuth, the founder
and Managing Director of Kent Ruuth
Konsult AB in Kungälv, Sweden. Ruuth is
an expert in IEC TC (Technical Committee)
31: Equipment for explosive atmospheres.
Ruuth received his Certificate from Thierry
Houeix, Certification Officer at INERIS,
the French National Institute for Industrial
Environment and Risks. Houeix is also
an expert in IEC TC 31. Houeix, an

Wide Ex area experience
To obtain an IECEx CoPC, applicants
have to undergo a series of knowledge
tests and an assessment of
qualifications, experience and capability.
The IECEx Personnel Competence
Scheme uses several criteria to establish
a person’s level of competence when
working in Ex industries. The person
under assessment must be able to
perform a number of tasks in or near
explosive areas, depending upon the
Units of Competence being sought.
The candidate might be asked to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

apply basic principles of protection
perform classification of hazardous
areas
design electrical installations
install explosion-protected equipment
and wiring systems
test, maintain, overhaul and repair
explosion-protected equipment
perform visual, close or detailed
inspection of electrical installations
perform audit inspection of electrical
installations

Appointments
Also at its meeting in Melbourne, the
IEC CAB (Conformity Assessment Board)
reappointed Kerry McManama from UL
(Underwriters Laboratories), USA, as
IECEx Chairman for a second term
(2012-2014) and Chris Agius as
IECEx Executive Secretary for a further
term (2012-2016).

Wigg, together with Kerry McManama,
IECEx Chairman, and Chris Agius,
IECEx Executive Secretary, were present
when two Ex experts received their
IECEx CoPC Certificates during the
IEC General Meeting in Melbourne.
First Australian CoPC
Sean Segond von Banchet, Managing
Director of SvB ExTech, the company he
founded in Toowoomba, Queensland,
was the first Australian expert to be
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LEDs lead
Strong IECQ presence in Asia-Pacific
An LED (Light-Emitting Diode) is
basically a semiconductor light
source. LEDs, primarily used as
indicator lamps in many devices,
are increasingly used for industrial,
commercial, residential and domestic
lighting. The market for LEDs is large,
growing fast and is dominated by
Asian manufacturers from China,
Japan, Korea and Taiwan.

Asia-Pacific is IECQ stronghold
For manufacturers and suppliers of
LEDs and other electronic devices, it is
essential that the components they use
are of the highest quality and reliability.
This is why, in the Asia-Pacific region, as
in the rest of the world, IECQ certification
has become an integral part of the whole
manufacturing process. IECQ is the
IEC Quality Assessment System for
Electronic Components.

Today’s LEDs are made from a variety of
inorganic semiconductor materials and
come in many colours – from infrared to
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet
and ultraviolet – and in a wide range of
wavelengths and voltages.

Over the years, IECQ component
certification has been widely accepted by
international component manufacturing
companies competing in the global
market. And with the launch of the
IECQ HSPM (Hazardous Substances
Process Management) Scheme in 2005,
IECQ has become a household name.
As the primary source of electrical and
electronic components worldwide,
manufacturers in the Asia-Pacific
region have embraced IECQ HSPM,
as well as other IECQ certifications, to
ensure the high quality and reliability of
their components and to demonstrate
their commitment to the restriction of
hazardous substances in consumer
products.

Advantages and applications
LEDs present many advantages over
incandescent light sources, including
lower energy consumption, longer
lifetime, improved robustness, smaller
size and faster switching. They are
gaining in popularity and are used in
applications as diverse as indoor and
outdoor illuminations and displays and
as replacements for aviation lighting.
They are also found in automotive lighting
including brake lamps, turn signals and
indicators, as well as in traffic signals.
LEDs are used in a wide range of lighting
devices, from light bulbs to reading
lamps, floodlights, security lights, motion
detecting lights and so forth. Infrared
LEDs can be found in the remote control
units of many consumer goods including
televisions and DVD players.

Showcase for IECQ
For many years, IECQ has been
showcased at two leading events:
•

•

TAITRONICS Opening Ceremony –
IECQ Chairman Dave Smith is third from left

electronica in Germany, where
IECQ is invited and hosted by the
VDE Certification and Testing Institute,
one of the long standing
IECQ Certification Bodies.
VDE and IECQ will again join forces and
participate in the 2012 electronica show
TAITRONICS (Taipei International
Electronics Show), through the
efforts of ECC Corporation (the
US Member Body of the IECQ) and
its Chinese Taipei representative,
CTECCB (Chinese Taipei Electronic
Components Certification Board)

LEDs are used more and more for street
lighting (Photo: OSRAM)

TAITRONICS is one of the most important
electronics shows, attracting hundreds
of manufacturers and suppliers not only
from Asia but also from the rest of the
world. It presents a great opportunity
for IECQ to network and meet with
professionals who have placed their trust
in the System over a number of years, as
well as to strengthen its visibility in a very
competitive market.
IECQ Chairman Dave Smith spoke at this
year’s opening ceremony, recommending
the TAITRONICS shows as an important
platform for sourcing electronic
components and equipment for domestic
and international buyers.
The 37th edition of the trade show,
jointly hosted by TAITRA (the Taiwan
External Trade Development Council) and
TEEMA (Taiwan Electrical & Electronic
Manufacturers’ Association) was held
on 10-13 October 2011 at the TWTC
Nangang Exhibition Hall in Taipei, Taiwan.
LED workshop at TAITRONICS
This year’s show featured seven themed
pavilions and several workshops. One
of those was the APEC (Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation) Workshop for the
Promotion and Application of LED Lighting
Technology. In hosting this event, APEC’s
primary goal was to allow participants to
share experiences in the application and
development of LED lighting elements and
devices and to discuss future development
strategies for the technology. APEC
organized this event as part of its efforts on
energy efficiency.
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2012 Fully Networked Car
Reserve the date
The seventh Fully
Networked Car
workshop will be
held on
7-8 March 2012
at the Geneva
International Motor
Show.

A World Standards Cooperation event
The workshop is organized every year
at the Geneva show by the WSC (World
Standards Cooperation), a partnership
consisting of the IEC, ISO (International
Organization for Standardization) and the
ITU (International Telecommunication Union).
It is a unique opportunity for the
automotive industry to engage with the

three organizations and discuss needs
and priorities for international standards in
coming years.
This 2012 workshop provide a forum
for continuing the strategic discussions
taking place between ISO, ITU, and
IEC. It will examine the standardization
priorities demanded by the car industry in
the coming years.
The 2011 programme focussed on
driver distraction and how ITS (Intelligent
Transport Systems) will help drivers stay
in better control of their vehicles.
The 2012 workshop will continue the
debate on ITS through a series of
roundtable panels and discussions on
regional ITS perspectives and

GM networked urban EV

ITS communications. Other sessions will
also look at additional aspects, such as
EVs (Electric Vehicles) and electromobility,
safety and the car of the future.
A full agenda of the sessions will be given
nearer the date of the workshop.

Assessing competition
Why standards make it easier for companies to compete
IEC Global Visions recently
interviewed Dr Tamotsu Nomakuchi,
former CEO of Mitsubishi Electric
and currently President of the most

important industrial research centre
in Japan, the National Institute
of Advanced Industrial Science
and Technology (AIST) as well as

Chair of the Technology Council
of JISC (Japanese Industrial
Standards Committee). In the
interview we tried to find out what
had changed Nomakuchi’s outlook
on standards over the course of
his career, and why he thinks today
that they are very important for
companies to compete globally.

Quality – built into the DNA
When asked why Japanese companies
have such an affinity with standardization,
Nomakuchi explained that Japanese
companies are traditionally very
comfortable to manufacture high quality
products. Historically speaking, the
internal quality control system allowed
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them to manufacture products that could
easily be sold anywhere in the world.
The delivery of “higher than expected”
quality allowed Japanese firms to achieve
good customer satisfaction and build a
competitive advantage.
Speed is now very important
In the interview Nomakuchi underlined
that if he had been asked thirty years ago
about the usefulness of standards, he
would have replied that standardization
is not necessary and that it hinders
technological advancement. However,
today competition has become fiercer
and is accelerating globally. Speed is very
important and technology progresses
very fast and many different technologies
are merging. As a result companies need
to move very fast.

A tool to measure competition
Today, to stay internationally
competitive Japanese enterprises
need to compete under the same
conditions as their competitors.
International Standards are one
of the tools that allow them to
measure competition. Additionally, by
participating in the standard setting
process in all areas that are of interest
to them, Japanese companies are able
to broadly position their technologies.
In short, International Standards help
Japanese companies to compete
more efficiently and to promote their
innovations. In this context assessment
and certification are also crucial and
Nomakuchi believes that this aspect of
standardization needs to be even more
promoted.

Promoting broad cooperation
But competition is only one side of the
coin. Increasingly companies need to
work together to address some of the
major global challenges including energy,
resources and the environment. Individual
companies may have many different views
and ways to do things. However, when
dealing with these major issues, individual
company, industry or government
efforts will not be enough. Humanity
needs to develop major technological
innovations and this requires extensive
cooperation and research. International
Standardization bodies such as the IEC
will play an important role. Since the IEC
is represented in both developing and
developed nations, it is able to promote
standardization globally to address these
challenges.

Linking IEC experts globally
Experts connect via professional and social networks
The IEC has gradually extended its
communication platforms to include
social networks as well as traditional
communication “tools” such as
media relations, targeted emails and
a web presence. One such platform,
LinkedIn, is meeting with growing
interest on the part of professionals
in the electrotechnical domain.

From top-down to participatory
exchange
Communication with many organizations
and institutions has evolved from a fairly
set one-way top-down pattern to a more
two-way horizontal structure, made
possible by the Internet, email and other
tools, the most recent of which is social
media.
The IEC has embraced the last of these
with a presence on Facebook, Twitter

IEC communication platforms allow experts to connect and share their knowledge

and Google+ as well as on photo and
video hosting and sharing sites FlickR
and YouTube. It is also one of over a
million organizations with its own LinkedIn
professional group page.

800 million users. It enables them to stay
in touch with friends, relatives and others
who share common interests through the
medium of groups and special pages.
Facebook has a high entertainment value.

Different services to meet different
needs
Facebook is the best known and second
most popular global site with some

By contrast, LinkedIn is a businessrelated social network that addresses
a community made up essentially of
professionals. This is mirrored in a more
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modest yet very respectable size (over
135 million members in more than
200 countries in November 2011) and its
global traffic ranking (13th).
The IEC presence on these platforms
is aimed at reaching out to the widest
possible audience, many of whom
have different interests. Members of the
IEC LinkedIn group and its subgroups
participate in discussions and debates, or
consult other members for expert advice.
IEC LinkedIn Group – a fast-growing
and vibrant community
Created in February 2010, the
IEC’s LinkedIn Electrotechnical Standards
Group has experienced spectacular
growth over the past 20 months. Close to
2 500 members were on record in early
December 2011.

The group’s demographics show that
25 % of its members come from the
electric and electronics manufacturing
sector, 30 % have an engineering
function and some 60 % occupy a
senior or managerial position.
The IEC LinkedIn group also has four
subgroups that bring together experts
working or interested in
EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility),
Functional Safety, Conformity
Assessment or Smart Grids. If you
are already a member and believe a
specific domain or area should be
covered so that relevant information
and discussions can be shared, contact
the Group’s owner or manager and they
can create a Subgroup.

IEC-IEEE Challenge
Spread the word
The IEC and IEEE are organizing a
global Challenge open to Academia
from the social and technical
sciences.

Please pass this information on to any
Academic you know and ask them
to spread the word within their own
network.
The Challenge requests high-level
publications (4 000 words) that analyse
how electrotechnology has impacted
our lives, how we work, innovate,
communicate, interact, trade, travel,
etc., and the role internationally agreed
upon technical specifications have
played in this context.
All relevant information can be found on
the Challenge’s website:
www.iecieeechallenge.org.
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Registration closes on 1 March 2012
Submissions are possible until
1 July 2012
Top prize is a grant of USD 25 000,
second prize USD 15 000 and third prize
USD 10 000.
The prizes will be awarded in October 2012.
Thank you

Time to join the IEC LinkedIn Group!
The IEC is a global community in which
nearly 10 000 experts work. The dynamism
of this community was highlighted in
November, when more than 1 400 of them
attended this year’s IEC General Meeting
in Melbourne, Australia.
Increased participation in the
IEC LinkedIn group will help experts
and manufacturers share their
knowledge and advance the global
discussion on electrotechnology and
associated International Standards.
If you are not yet a member, now is the
time for you to sign up! To do so, visit the
IEC LinkedIn Electrotechnical Standards
Group page.

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

Battle of the bulbs
Cutting domestic bills with energy-efficient lighting
Compact and bright
In comparison with incandescent bulbs,
CFLs use up to 80 % less electricity when
turning energy into light, and they last up
to 10 times longer. Each CFL is expected
to reduce CO2 (carbon dioxide) emissions
by about 590 kg over its lifetime. They are
available in all shapes and sizes. Different
colours are available, ranging from warm
yellowish traditional lighting to a cooler
pure white for enhanced visibility.

Models of CFL bulbs (US Department of Energy)

Peter Feuilherade
More affordable prices and an
increasing range of energy-saving light
bulbs are driving consumer take-up of
energy-efficient lighting for the home,
particularly in Western Europe, North
America and some Asian markets.

Incandescent bulbs fading away...
For generations, domestic lighting
has been dominated by incandescent
bulbs, which radiate light from a heated
tungsten filament. They waste about
95 % of the electricity they consume, by
creating heat instead of light, and last an
average of 750 to 1 000 hours. As they
are withdrawn from sale over the next few
years across the world, consumers are
switching to more efficient alternatives
that are not only cheaper in the long run,
despite initial start-up costs, but are also
environmentally friendly.
The future is bright, the future is
energy efficient
Energy-saving lamps for the home
can last many more times longer than
traditional bulbs, cutting down on
domestic electricity bills. They come
in three main varieties: CFLs (Compact

Fluorescent Lamps), LED (Light-Emitting
Diode) based lamps and halogen lamps.
CFLs are what most people visualise
when they think of energy-efficient light
bulbs. They are miniature versions of
full-sized fluorescent lights that screw into
standard lamp sockets and give off light
that looks similar to that of incandescent
bulbs. CFLs are widely available and offer
a cost-effective option for general lighting
purposes.
Halogen bulbs are not as efficient as
CFLs and do not last as long, but still use
between 25 and 40 % less energy than
traditional light bulbs.
LEDs are small solid light bulbs which
are extremely efficient. New LED bulbs
are grouped in clusters and have diffuser
lenses that broaden their applications
for domestic use. Rapid advances in
technology are making the price of
LED bulbs more affordable, and
manufacturers are introducing a growing
range of styles. Although initially more
expensive than CFLs, LEDs offer more
value over the life of the bulb since they are
more energy efficient, last longer and deliver
the best cost savings in comparison with
other types of bulb.

Modern CFLs do not flicker and can
reach full light output fairly quickly,
although not instantly in the way other
technologies do. CFLs can be applied
nearly anywhere that incandescent lights
are used.
Standard CFLs can last for up to
3 000-6 000 on/off switches. They should
not be used when lights need to be
switched on and off frequently, as this will
reduce the lifetime of the bulb. A special
type of CFL able to last up to 1 million
switches is available for such applications.
Dimmable CFLs are also available for lights
that require a dimmer switch
LED into the future
LED-based lighting, which evolved in the
1960s, is growing as the most promising
alternative to CFLs. LEDs are 90 % more
efficient than incandescent bulbs and use
the light emission properties of particular
semiconductor materials. Although
initially designed for commercial use,
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because they were expensive to produce,
improved technology and economies
of scale have seen prices fall, making
them increasingly attractive to domestic
consumers.
Manufacturers have expanded the
application of LEDs to home lighting
by using clustered bulbs containing up
to 180 small LEDs encased in diffuser
lenses which spread the light in wider
beams. Units are now being produced
with standard bases that fit common
household light fixtures. They can of
course produce spot lighting as well as
general light. LED lighting technology
lasts up to 10 times longer than CFLs and
up to 25 times longer than halogens.
Although LED bulbs cost more to buy,
their low energy use and long lifetime
mean that when used for two to three
years or more, they offer a more costeffective solution than halogen bulbs.
Over periods of nine years or longer, their
running costs work out cheaper than
those of CFLs.
LED bulbs offer a long life. Typically the
lifespan is 40 000 hours compared with
the average lifetime of 6 000-15 000 hours
for a CFL bulb or 3 000 for a halogen bulb.
Their main benefit, however, is in the tiny
amount of energy they consume:
a 4,5 W LED can be used to replace

a 50 W halogen. It will offer the same light
output while reducing CO2 emissions and
running costs by 90 %.
Other advantages of LED bulbs include:
no heat is emitted into the environment,
so domestic air conditioning costs are
reduced; resistance to shock; unaffected
by multiple switching; no maintenance
required; colour stability; directional,
eliminating light pollution; environmental
benefits from energy reduction in
manufacture, packaging, distribution,
storage and end of life recycling, owing to
the smaller number of products needed.
LEDs have been described as “the only
fundamentally new lamp technology to
enjoy commercial success in the last
100 years”. The implications for the
lighting industry are far-reaching. In the
words of the UK’s (United Kingdom)
ESKTN (Environmental Sustainability
Knowledge Transfer Network), “the
semiconductor Light Emitting Diode
(LED), and its organic cousin the OLED,
are emerging as a completely disruptive
light source technology in the lighting
industry. The shift is characterised by a
step-change from gas and glass based
technologies to solid-state and is forecast
to be as disruptive to the lighting industry
as the change from valves to transistors
was to the electronics industry”.
Phasing out old-style bulbs
The production and sale of old-style
incandescent bulbs is being phased out
over a number of years in many countries
including Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
Thailand, the US (United States) and the
EU (European Union). Cuba was the first
country to start, back in 2005.
In the EU, which began phasing out oldstyle bulbs in September 2009, lighting
accounts for 14 % of all electricity used –
430 TWh per year. Of that, 20 % is used
by private households.
In the US, energy-efficiency federal
legislation that comes into effect in
2012 sets out a timetable for phasing
out incandescent bulbs. The Energy

Plumen designer CFL bulb (Photo: Plumen)
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LED-based lamps are now finding their way
into homes (Photo: OSRAM)

Independence and Security Act of 2007
imposes a requirement for roughly 25 %
greater efficiency for light bulbs, phased
in from 2012 until 2014.
China is to ban imports and sales of
100 W and higher incandescent bulbs
from October 2012, while bulbs of 60 W
and above will be banned from
October 2014. Lighting accounts for
12 % of China’s total electricity use. The
country’s National Development and
Reform Commission estimates that the
switch will save 48 billion kWh of power
per year and reduce CO2 emissions by
48 million tonnes annually.
Future growth
In 2007, the International Energy Agency
estimated that lighting accounted
for just under 20 % of electricity use
worldwide and about 28 % of total energy
consumed for domestic purposes. In
November 2011, Transparency Market
Research predicted that LEDs would
be the fastest growing sector of the
overall lighting market, enjoying a CAGR
(compound annual growth rate) of
14,9 % from 2011 to 2016. While the US
is expected to be the biggest LED market
in 2016, the Asian region will witness the
highest growth, with a CAGR of 16,6 %
from 2011 to 2016.

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT
In Asia, demand for LED products is
growing among customers in developed
countries such as Korea and Japan.
This is mainly driven by the high cost
of energy, so the high initial purchase
price is offset more rapidly. A number
of regional and national government
programmes to promote LED lighting
will serve as key drivers of the Asian
market in the coming decade. According
to a November 2011 report from Pike
Research, sales of LED lighting systems
will increase rapidly in Asia Pacific over
the next 10 years, accelerating sharply
after 2015. Unit shipments, including
lamps and luminaires (light fittings), are
forecast to rise from 66 million in 2011 to
542 million in 2021 – an increase of more
than 700 %.
In India, the total market for LED lighting
is expected to grow to USD 400 million
by 2015 (53 % per annum), making it one
of the fastest-growing sectors. India’s
Ministry of Power estimates that potential
savings from changing light bulbs to new
LED technology could reduce electricity
demand by as much as 40 %.
This expansion can be observed in
other parts of the world. According to
data released at the second annual
SIL (Strategies in Light) Europe 2011
conference published in LEDs Magazine,
the LED lighting market in Europe is

expected to grow at a CAGR of 41 %
between 2010 and 2015, with the fastest
growth in the replacement-lamps sector
as legislation to remove inefficient lamps
from the market takes effect.
The global LED lighting market had
revenues in excess of of USD 5 billion
in 2010, of which 21 % was from
replacement lamps and the remainder
from luminaires.
IEC showing the light
The IEC TC (Technical Committee) 34:
Lamps and related equipment, and
its SCs (Subcommittees), have been
working on LED standards for several
years. Lawrence Barling of The Lighting
Association in the UK, chairman of
IEC SC 34A: Lamps, said: “As always
the initial focus has been on safety
standards but also several PAS (publicly
available specifications) have now been
issued covering the performance and
measurement of lamps, luminaires and
LED modules. The use of a PAS in
this area has allowed industry agreed
specifications to be quickly developed,
which has helped unify the way
performance claims are being made by
manufacturers and testing is conducted.”
Standardization was widely discussed
at SIL Europe 2011, in particular quality
criteria for LED luminaire performance
based on IEC/PAS 62717, LED modules
for general lighting – Performance
requirements, released in April 2011,
and the two parts of IEC/PAS 62722,
Luminaire performance, released in
June 2011. Both PAS cover
LED luminaires for general lighting.

Educating consumers
Many consumers are still not fully aware
of the benefits of LED technology.
Incandescent lamps have been used
for over 100 years and are all that most
people know, making it difficult for them
to change their purchasing habits. As
with any new technology, cost is one of
the main reasons for the slow uptake.
Consumers need to be advised about
the energy saving potential and longer
life they will get with LED bulbs, and
persuaded that LED technology is worth
the initial investment cost.
Potential adopters have also been put off
by the unappealing appearance of many
energy-saving bulbs and lights for the
home. Some CFL “designer” products are
gradually arriving on the market.
Energy-efficient bulbs, having been
introduced in commercial, office and
industrial settings for some time, are a
mature technology in these marketplaces.
They are now expanding rapidly into the
residential market as their unit prices
drop sharply and as governments
introduce incentives to encourage their
take-up and measures to phase out their
incandescent counterparts. Households,
with the promise of lower energy bills,
and the lighting industry, with a new
growing market, are set to benefit from
this expansion in the long term.

The LED lamp market is full of companies
that would be classed as non-traditional
lighting companies. Barling said: “Many
of these are from Japan, Korea etc.,
but also many EU-based SMEs (Small
and Medium Enterprises) are taking
advantage of this new, high tech and
rapidly increasing market. For these
companies, having good industry
standards is critical as many have never
previously been involved in lighting”.
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Airfield lighting
The LED revolution
Morand Fachot
Lighting plays a crucial role in
day-to-day air traffic operations.
After years of gradual improvements,
AGL / AFL (airfield ground lighting
or airfield lighting) is now on the
threshold of a revolution with the
introduction of LED (light-emitting
diodes) fittings for an ever growing
number of AGL installations.

Standards and recommended
practices
At all times and in all conditions,
particularly at night or in poor visibility,
AGL is required to provide pilots with
crucial information about an aircraft
position in the air – its alignment or
orientation during the approach, landing
and takeoff phases – or on the ground
as the aircraft taxis to or from aprons. It
is also essential for users moving other
vehicles on the airfield surface.
AGL requirements are set by the ICAO
(International Civil Aviation Organization),
in the form of annexes to the 1944
Chicago Convention on International Civil
Aviation. These are applied by signatory
countries to the air traffic and navigation
services that fall under their control. The
annexes contain SARPs (Standards and
Recommended Practices) regarding AGL.
Actual installations are dependent upon
airfield type, operations and many other
considerations. They may also vary, as
some regions/countries with a highlydeveloped and sizeable civil aviation
sector have introduced more rigorous
standards than those set by the ICAO.
For AGL, all electrical installations and
components must also meet standards
and technical specifications set by the
IEC. The IEC plays a central role in the
international standardisation of all aspects
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of airfield lighting through two of its TCs
(Technical Committees), TC 34: Lamps
and related equipment, which “prepares
International Standards regarding
specifications for all lamps, including
LEDs” and, specifically, TC 97: Electrical
installations for lighting and beaconing
of aerodromes, which “prepares
International Standards for design,
installation, operation and maintenance
of aeronautical ground lighting of
aerodromes”.
Complex requirements and multiple
installations
AGL involves multiple installations, each
with its own set of requirements and
technical specifications. They include
both inset and elevated luminaires (light
fittings) for:
•

•

•

•
•

approach lights, with centreline,
crossbars and supplementary
approach lights
runway lights, including runway guard,
threshold, centreline, edge, touch
down zone, runway end and stopway
lights
taxiway lights with centreline, edge,
stop-bar and intermediate holding
position lights
apron lights
airport signage

Tough environment
Airfield lighting is a tough environment
in which shocks, vibrations and great
changes in temperature (frost or intense
heat from the sun and surrounding
tarmac) are the norm, so very robust
installations are required. Currently the
main provision for AGL is still in the
form of incandescent lamps using a
filament. These suffer from a number
of weaknesses, in particular a relatively
short average life as filaments are burnt
out after 1 000 to 2 000 hours. However,
some recent models have a longer

lifespan, German lighting manufacturer
Osram, for instance, offers new long-life
versions of its tungsten halogen lamps,
claiming these average 3 000 hours with
“more than 6 000 hours possible”.
Incandescent lights weaknesses
According to aviation expert,
Paolo Mazzaracchio, former head of the
Italian Civil Aviation Authority’s Bureau
for Airport Technologies and erstwhile
Secretary of TC 97, another weakness
of incandescent lights is their “poor
spectral emission, this means that when
operated at very low intensity they
emit a very reddish colour and, on the
contrary, a very bright white, almost
blueish light, at maximum intensity”. This
has consequences for filtered lights too,
where variable results can be observed.
“For instance, a white lamp used with a
green filter will give an amber colour at
low intensity and a green-blue light at
high intensity, continuously changing,”
Mazzaracchio told e-tech. This can
prove confusing in specific weather
conditions or on certain stretches of
runways or taxiways.

Rovaniemi (Finland) airport runway
(Photo: Safegate Group)
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Hella LED inset for runway and taxiway (Photo: Hella KGaA)

Enter LEDs
The inherent weaknesses of incandescent
lights may disappear from AGL in coming
years as LED lighting solutions are
introduced. LEDs have been gradually
appearing in industrial and home lighting
environments and, more recently in the
automotive industry, for car headlights.
LED airfield lighting products first
appeared in autumn 2002 in the form
of elevated taxiway edge lighting
installations. They were followed by
versions for in-pavement taxiway
centreline and obstruction lighting and
are gradually being followed by fittings
for runways and approach lighting.
A growing number of lighting equipment
manufacturers are developing
LED products for AGL and they are
being adopted by increasing numbers
of airports.
Lifespan, cost and visual benefits
LED lights present significant advantages
over their incandescent counterparts,
notably in terms of their average lifespan,
operating costs and light spectrum
characteristics.

The average life of LED lights is many
times that of incandescent lamps. They
are rated by manufacturers at between
30 000 and 60 000 hours and even “far
over 100 000 hours in normal operating
conditions”, according to several airport
lighting product manufacturers. Their
power consumption is also much lower:
for the same light intensity, an
LED light requires 10-15 % of the power
used by a conventional incandescent
light. LEDs can achieve power savings
of between 60 and 85 % (including
power line losses), depending on their
operation, which means also that their
CO2 emissions are reduced proportionally.
Both longer life and lower power
consumption have highly significant cost
implications, particularly the former.
“Today an LED light may cost 40 % more
than a conventional light,” Mazzaracchio
said, “but the advantages – maintenance
in particular – are such that the choice
is obvious: if you have to replace lights
after 50 000-80 000 hours of operation
instead of 3 000 hours that makes a
very big difference.” This assessment is
shared by several airport authorities in

Sweden, Qatar, Australia and elsewhere,
which gave “reduced maintenance costs
and power consumption” as their main
reasons for ordering LED lighting. AGL
lighting manufacturers estimate that LEDs
can reduce airfield lighting maintenance
costs by as much as 70 %.
The overall initial cost of installations
using LEDs is also lower. The low
power requirement means that smaller
cables, smaller CCRs (Constant Current
Regulators) and smaller electrical
systems are needed, reducing the cost of
infrastructure.
The reliability of LED lights is a further
significant advantage. Data inferred from
more than one billion operating hours
accumulated so far by LED lights from
a single manufacturer indicates a MTBF
(mean time between failures) of more than
250 000 hours.
“Another major benefit of LEDs for airfield
lighting, in contrast to the poor spectral
emission of existing incandescent
lights,” Mazzaracchio explains, “is their
chromaticity, which means that they have
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the same colour at each intensity level of
light.” LEDs ensure that the correct colour
is obtained directly, meaning that the
coloured filters that have conventionally
been used are no longer required. This,
in turn, means no energy losses and
no colour shifts when viewed at various
angles or under fluctuating temperatures
or currents.
“In poor weather conditions, LEDs are
slightly better too,” he adds. “If you place
two lights, one LED and a conventional
light, next to each other and operate
them at the same intensity, the LED will
appear much brighter, crisper. So when
you have fog conditions – not very thick
fog, obviously – LEDs are better.”
LED technology is now also being
introduced in AGL for signs which
are currently lit using incandescent
or fluorescent lights. Neither of these
is ideal: incandescent lights must
be kept at maximum intensity, while
fluorescent lights are very sensitive to low
temperatures and cannot operate under
-25 °C. On the other hand, LED lights are
good, bright and less sensitive.
Outstanding difficulties being
resolved
Technical limitations meant that, until
very recently, LED use was restricted to
taxiways and apron lights, which require
medium-intensity lights. However,
runways and approaches demand
high-intensity lights. High-intensity
lights with high-intensity LED sources
presented the industry with some
problems, notably in dispersing the heat
produced at each junction within each
single LED lamp.
High temperatures affect adversely
both the light intensity and service life
of LEDs. Until recently, temperature
was the main limitation to LED use
for high intensity applications. The
higher the temperature, the shorter the
lifetime of the LED and the lower its
light intensity. The technical challenge
has largely been solved by the use of
thermal management solutions. These
have allowed AGL manufacturers to
develop high-intensity LED touch-down
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Runway holding position sign at Pittsburgh International Airport

zone and runway centreline insets
with minimal external diameters and
installation heights. They present fewer
contact surfaces for cleaning equipment,
snowploughs and aircraft, resulting in a
longer service life.
Straightforward and gradual
transition
An interesting feature of LED lights
is their backward compatibility with
current equipment. They can be installed
into existing fittings when these need
changing, so that incandescent lights
can be replaced progressively with
LEDs, without having to overhaul the
installations completely. However, the
maximum benefit of LED AGL solutions
is gained through new installations or
when an entire AGL installation is being
renovated. This allows for customized
solutions that achieve maximum power
savings and service life.
However, from an optical perspective,
conventional lights cannot be mixed with
LEDs on the same segment. “You can’t
just replace an incandescent light with
an LED light because of the different
behaviours, because the intensity, the
colour are quite different,” Mazzaracchio
explained. “You have to be careful,
as incandescent lights, especially
old ones, will appear much weaker

than corresponding LED lights. If you
have a very long row of incandescent
lights followed by another long row of
LED lights, they have to be controlled
separately in order to adjust their light
intensity properly and achieve the same
perceived light intensity.”
Special care is also required in adjusting
the intensity of LED lights if there are
many of them, otherwise one may end
up with what was once called “blue sea
effect” on aprons. The intensity has to
be adjusted with the rest of the lighting
system.
Tomorrow’s solution today
Given all their significant advantages over
incandescent lights – lower running costs
from reduced power consumption, longer
service life and reduced maintenance,
backward compatibility – LED products
that are already, or will soon become,
available for all AGL systems are bound
to replace incandescent lights fairly
rapidly, given also the latter’s relatively
short service life.
“In my opinion LED lighting is the most
significant change we’ve had in the
last 50 years,” Mazzaracchio says. He
concludes: “I don’t think that they are
the future, but they are what we must
introduce now!”

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE AFFAIRS

Ground lighting for the skies
Take off and land in safety
Air traffic safety is a complex and
multi-dimensional issue. As one
of its main elements, AGL (airfield
ground lighting) is essential for the
movement of aircraft both in the air
and on the ground.
IEC TC (Technical Committee) 97:
Electrical installations for lighting and
beaconing of aerodromes, is central
to the preparation of International
Standards for AGL.

More growth in sight
Air traffic is constantly expanding and
has returned to the annual growth rate
it achieved before the 2008 financial
crisis, as demand keeps increasing for
additional passenger and freight capacity.
According to data from the ACI (Airports
Council International), the global trade
body that represents 1 650 airports in
179 countries and territories, in 2010 its
members reported handling over 5 billion
passengers (up 6,6 % on 2009),
91 million metric tonnes of freight (up
15,3 %) and 74 million aircraft movements.
The number of passengers is expected to
double in the next 15 to 20 years.

International standards essential for
safety
Air traffic safety is guided at the
international level by the 1944 Chicago
Convention which established the ICAO
(International Civil Aviation Organization),
a UN (United Nations) agency that
organizes and regulates air transport.
The convention (now in its ninth edition)
contains annexes supported by SARPs
(standards and recommended practices).
SARPs are specifications that are
recognized as necessary or desirable in
the interests of the safety, regularity or
efficiency of international air navigation.
Operational requirements for AGL are
specified in Annex 14 to the Chicago
Convention, which applies to the design
and operation of aerodromes.
AGL systems are characterized by
several light units that are spread out
over a relatively large area. They include
all approach lights, which guide aircraft
in flight during the landing phase; runway
lights, which direct aircraft after they land
or as they take off; taxiway lights, giving
indications to crews as they manoeuvre
to / from parking positions from / to
runways; apron lights used in areas
set aside for aircraft parking, servicing
and loading; and signage that provides
direction and information to taxiing aircraft
and airport vehicles.
The most cost-effective AGL system
design is achieved by the use of current
controlled circuits (series system) instead
of voltage controlled circuits. TC 97 is a
pioneer in terms of preparing International
Standards for series circuit systems.

Hong Kong airport approach
(Photo: Safegate Group)

Strong demand
Some of the technologies used in
AGL systems are unique and all
International Standards being prepared
by TC 97 are genuinely new standards,
for which no competing international
equivalent has been identified. As a
result, there is strong market demand for

Safer landing with LED lights (Photo: OSRAM)

the Standards from engineers involved
in the systems design, procurement and
construction of AGL equipment.
TC 97 expects that International
Standards on the installation and
maintenance of the constant current
series circuits will be used by regulatory
bodies as reference material. TC 97 is a
supplier of standards to ICAO and ACI;
however, it notes “a lack of familiarity with
IEC Standards in aviation circles”.
Technology driving standards work
As more efficient AGL solutions based, for
instance, on LEDs (light-emitting diodes)
are being introduced, as well as new and
more demanding operational constraints,
increasingly advanced and sophisticated
control and monitoring systems will be
needed. TC 97 already has a PT (Project
Team) working on technical requirements
for AGL control and monitoring systems.
The introduction of A-SMGCS (Advanced
Surface Movement Guidance and Control
System) will be needed to maintain the
aerodrome movement rate under all
weather conditions within a specified
minimum visibility limit whilst upholding
the required level of safety. An advanced
visual aid system is a fundamental
element of an A-SMGCS and it is
expected that new products will evolve
from the development of such visual aid
systems.
All these new systems will use existing
or require new International Standards.
Issue 10/2011 I e-tech
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Present and future work
TC 97 published the second edition of
its IEC 61821 International Standard,
which deals with the Maintenance of
AGL constant current series circuits, in
September 2011.

task of updating published standards
according to these new technologies
as it takes “into account the continuous
increase of the safety and environmental
protection levels”.

The TC has also earmarked as a priority
completing work on the IEC 61820
International Standard, setting out System
design and installation requirements for
the same circuits.

It also wants to seek more expert
participation from countries outside
Europe and to “make really effective
the cooperation with International Civil
Aviation organizations to promote the use
of TC 97 standards”.

As air traffic increases and new
technologies are being incorporated in
AGL systems, TC 97 has set itself the

TC 97 works closely with other
IEC TCs and external organizations.
It is a customer of standards from

TC 20: Electric cables; TC 23: Electrical
accessories; TC 34: lamps and related
equipment, and its subcommittees;
TC 96: Transformers, reactors, power
supply units and similar products for
low voltage; TC 99: Rules for system
engineering and erection of electrical
power installations; and CIE (International
Commission on Illumination).
As air traffic for both passengers and
freight soars in years to come and as
new technologies are being introduced
to AGL systems, demand for TC 97 work
and its cooperation with other TCs and
organizations is set to increase.

LED into the future
Leading lights in the field
LED: the rising star
Energy-efficient light bulbs are not new:
the first CFL (compact fluorescent lamp)
screw-in replacement for an incandescent
bulb was introduced in 1980. CFL is
now a mature technology and currently
accounts for the bulk of the energyefficient bulb market, but LED-based
products, having been introduced
initially in many niche markets such as
commercial lights, are now proving more
and more popular with consumers.
LED-based lighting solutions are built on
LED chips and modules.

LED lights at Yas Island Welcome Pavilion in Abu Dhabi (Photo: Griven S.r.l.)

Public policies, reflecting
environmental and energy saving
concerns, are driving the global
take-up of energy-efficient bulbs.
LED (light-emitting diode), or
solid-state lighting solutions, are
becoming more and more popular
in this category, owing to their
excellent levels of performance
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and rapidly falling prices. The
lighting industry’s need for proper
International Standards to ensure
the safety, and measure the
performance, of LED products is
obvious and proceeding apace
under the aegis of IEC TC (Technical
Committee) 34 and its SCs
(Subcommittees).

LED modules are replaceable items made
up of LED dies or chips and mechanical
and optical components for use in a
luminaire (light fitting).
The recent success of LED lighting in
the shape of consumer solutions means
that the market has been flooded by a
large number of manufacturers making
unverifiable claims about their products’
performance, in particular where
LED modules are concerned. Yet,
designers and producers of lighting

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE AFFAIRS
Some of these parameters, rated life
in particular, are difficult to measure
accurately now, as the technology is
relatively new and the lifetime of
LED products is expected to be much
longer than that of other types of lighting
system.
The IEC has prepared and published
many other safety and performance
standards for LED-related control
gear, lamps, modules, luminaires and
products.
LED street lamp in Talinn (Estonia)

and luminaires need to know how long
LED modules will continue to deliver a
meaningful percentage of their initial light
output over the years.
The lighting industry is driving the process
for standardization of performance
requirements for LED products. As
new products are being introduced
rapidly, it needs new standards quickly.
Manufacturers claim the standardization
of performance requirements is an
important first step towards like-for-like
comparison of luminaires.
Extensive work
To meet this demand, IEC SC 34A
recently published two important

performance requirement PAS (Publicly
Available Specification) documents:
IEC/PAS 62717, LED Modules
Performance and IEC/PAS 62722-2-1,
LED Luminaires Performance.
In both of these, luminaire manufacturers
and certification bodies will find definitions
of a set of initial performance criteria
plus a description on how they may be
measured. This will give guidance when
determining product performance.
As Lawrence Barling, chairman of
IEC SC 34A, told e-tech (see article in this
issue): “The use of a PAS in this area has
allowed industry agreed specifications to
be quickly developed”.
Amongst the many quality criteria
to be considered when evaluating
manufacturers’ claims, the IEC PAS
documents list the following:
•

•

•

•

•

Rated input power (expressed in
watts); that is, the amount of energy
consumed by a luminaire, including its
power supply
Rated luminous flux (expressed in
lumens), which corresponds to the
light emitted by the luminaire
LED luminaire efficacy (expressed in
lumens per watt), which measures
the initial luminous flux of a luminaire
divided by its initial input power
Photometric code, which includes
rates for colour temperature, colour
rendering and chromaticity
Rated life of the LED module

IEC PAS documents occupy central
stage
At the recent Strategies in Light (SIL)
Europe conference, Kay Rauwerdink,
speaking on behalf of CELMA, a
body representing European national
manufacturers’ associations for
luminaires and electrotechnical
components for luminaires, stressed
the importance of the PAS documents
and said the industry needed to move
on from “comparing apples and pears”
when it comes to commercial products.
Instead they should compare apples
with apples. CELMA has published a
guiding paper on the importance of
standardization of performance criteria
for LED luminaires, quoting extensively
both IEC PAS.
Other international bodies working for the
standardization of LED chips, modules
and light engines (the combination of
LED light modules and driver
electronics), have stressed the need for
standardization of LED products.
Andy Davies, sales development director
of LED assemblies at GE (General
Electric) Lighting, stated at SIL Europe
2010 that “2010 was the year of the
LED light module, but 2011 will be the
year of the standardized light module”, a
statement confirmed by events.
One can safely anticipate that 2012 will
be the year in which mass marketing
of LED lighting solutions started.
International Standards, PAS and other
documents prepared by TC 34 and its
SCs will make this possible.
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ISO/IEC JTC 1 Plenary in November
ISO/IEC JTC 1 2011 Plenary Meeting in California
Isabelle Valet-Harper of ISO/IEC JTC 1
The ISO (International Organization
for Standardization)/IEC JTC (Joint
Technical Committee) 1: Information
Technology Standards, is the
standards development environment
where experts come together to
develop worldwide ICT (Information
and Communication Technologies)
standards for business and consumer
applications. Additionally, JTC 1
provides the standards approval
environment for integrating diverse
and complex ICT technologies.

Full agenda
The ISO/IEC JTC 1 Plenary took place
on 7-12 November 2011 in San Diego,
California, US (United States). On behalf
of ANSI (American National Standards
Institute), Frances Schrotter welcomed the
137 representatives from
ISO/IEC National Bodies (22 in attendance)
and liaison organizations. The meeting
was chaired by Karen Higginbottom, who
welcomed Henry Cuschieri as the new
ISO Central Secretariat representative.
The meeting observed a minute of silence
in remembrance of Mike Smith, who for
many years provided friendly support and
wise advice to the Committee.
New JTC 1 Subcommittee
During this meeting, prompted by
previous work on Energy Efficiency

of Data Centers and Green by IT
(Information Technology), JTC 1 took the
decision to create SC (Subcommittee)
39: Sustainability of and by IT, with the
US offering to assume responsibility
for the secretariat of the SC. JTC 1
congratulated its SC 38: Distributed
Application Platforms and Services, for
the finalization of its Study Group Report
on Cloud Computing. Other
JTC 1 achievements included approval
of Incubator Operational Principles for a
one-year pilot project, which has allowed
two Incubator Groups to be created
(Digital Preservation and Wireless Power
Transfer/Application for ICT). JTC 1 also
extended the term of its ad-hoc groups
on structure and on enabling tools, and
directed the work of its SWG (Special
Working Group) on Smart Grid for the
coming year.
JTC 1 has further refined its tools and
operational processes by setting up
an online calendar of all its meetings,
streamlining its procedures and improving
their communication, reaffirmed its
policies, and emphasized publication
opportunities, with the full support of
the ISO and IEC Central Secretariat and
Office. JTC 1 extended the scope of
several of its subcommittees to allow them
to respond to technology developments, in
particular in the area of Augmented Reality.
It also encouraged its subcommittees
to take up new work and its SWG on
Planning to explore new areas.
Reports
JTC 1 gratefully received reports from
representatives of its Liaison Organizations
including ITU-T (Telecommunications
Standardization Sector), IEC TC 100:
Audio, video and multimedia systems
and equipment, ISO TC 215: Health
informatics, Ecma International and IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers), and PAS (Publicly Available

JTC 1 Chair Karen Higginbottom
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Xerox 6050 WideFormat Printer Scanner
(Courtesy of Xerox Corporation)

PC motherboard (Photo: Intel Corp.)

Specifications) submitters (DMTF, OASIS,
OMG, SNIA, TCG, The Open Group,
W3C and the UPnP Forum). It noted
with significant interest the excellent
collaborative process which has led to
more than 20 PAS being approved last
year as ISO/IEC International Standards
from these submitters.
The meeting concluded thanking ANSI
for their excellent hosting, wishing
Michael Breidthardt (Germany) HoD and
SWG (Subcommittee Working Group) on
Planning Convenor) a happy retirement,
and congratulating Higginbottom on her
appointment for a second 3-year term
as JTC 1 Chairman. The next
ISO/IEC JTC 1 Plenary meeting will take
place in Jeju, Korea, on
5-10 November 2012.

IN STORE

Lighting the way to safety
Testing for a clear way out
The timely evacuation of buildings
in case of fire, smoke or other
hazard, is an essential part of
safety in the work, commercial or
residential environment. Maintaining
visibility so that occupants of a
building can find their way out
in such cases is essential; this is
the task entrusted to emergency
lighting systems. Ensuring they
operate properly when required
is crucial; the latest version of
one IEC International Standard
sets conditions for automatic test
systems for one such type of device.

Standard and required equipment
Emergency lighting systems are
battery-powered safety devices that
come on automatically when a building
experiences a power outage. They are
standard and required equipment in
commercial, office and high-occupancy
residential buildings. They are essential
for providing light and directions and
to signpost escape routes in the case
of emergencies or fires, where there is
darkness, in unlit or poorly-lit places or
when there is smoke around.
SC (Subcommittee) 34D: Luminaires,
of TC (Technical Committee) 34: Lamps
and related equipment, has released the
second edition of IEC 62034, Automatic
test systems for battery powered
emergency escape lighting as an FDIS
(Final Draft International Standard).
This edition constitutes a technical
revision from the first edition published
in 2006.

on manual testing procedures and as
such are highly susceptible to oversight
or neglect.
These limitations can be overcome by
automating the testing process and
installing ATS (automatic test systems).
It is essential that ATS for emergency
luminaires (light fittings) should schedule
tests reliably and provide timely
notification of failures or degradation of
performance. The objective of
IEC 62034 is to ensure this is the case.
However, test facilities that rely on
manual initiation and/or visual inspection
of the lamp condition are not covered by
the standard.
ATS requirements and tests
IEC 62034 defines ATS requirements and
various aspects of the tests, such as their
duration and the recording of results. It
also covers requirements for premises
that may be occupied during test and
recharge periods.
ATS still require manual intervention to
correct faults when they are identified,
and procedures should be put in place for
such intervention. These systems provide
information to assist users to manage risk
on their premises. They will provide them
with information enabling them to ensure

that the installed luminaires operate
correctly when required.
ATS for emergency escape lighting assist
building operators by showing the results
of tests that will have been made at
prescribed intervals, without disrupting
any other electrical services. It is essential
that the notification of any failures or
reduction in performance be given at
the earliest opportunity to enable the
emergency escape system to be restored
to full operating condition.
IEC 62034 specifies the basic
performance and safety requirements for
individual products and components that
are incorporated into ATS for use with
emergency lighting systems on supply
voltages not exceeding 1000 V. It also
specifies the required functionality of a
complete ATS for an emergency lighting
system. It is applicable to test systems
consisting of a number of emergency
lighting self-contained luminaires
or a central battery with associated
emergency lighting luminaires.

Manual or automatic testing
As emergency lighting systems are
safety-related products, their correct
performance can only be assured by
systematic testing and maintenance.
Conventional techniques for testing rely
Luminous emergency exit sign
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IEC compliant emergency light batteries

Emergency lighting systems being
complex units, IEC 62034 is not the
only International Standard for this

kind of device; work also continues
on revising existing standards and
preparing new ones. SC 34D is
currently updating IEC 60598-2-22,
Luminaires - Part 2-22: Particular
requirements - Luminaires for
emergency, and SC 34C has just
published the third edition of
IEC 61347-2-7, Lamp controlgear:
Particular requirements for battery
supplied electronic controlgear for
emergency lighting.

Changes and availability
The main changes in this second edition
of IEC 62034 essentially concern
the monitoring of the timing circuit,
as ATS types have changed;
communication, component and
software failures; functional and duration
tests and timing accuracy.
IEC 62034 in its final form will be available
for sale in the first quarter of 2012.

The Thick Redline
Keeping track of power cables
These International Standards are
available as official publications and
Redline versions with track changes, the
latter designated S+ IEC 60840 and S+
IEC 62067. Redline versions (available
in English only) provide users with a
quick and easy way of comparing all the
changes between standards and their
previous edition.
Installing power cable (Photo: Nexans
Deutschland Industries GmbH)

As minds and news are now
predominantly focussed on power
generation and conservation,
comparatively little attention is paid
to power cables. Yet these are a
central part of the overall electrical
power system. IEC TC (Technical
Committee) 20 – Electric cables,
prepares International Standards
for insulated electrical power and
control cables and their accessories
and the cable systems used in wiring
and in power generation, distribution
and transmission.
Official and Redline
TC 20 has recently released new editions
of two International Standards,
IEC 60840 and IEC 62067, concerning
test methods and requirements for
power cables with extruded insulation
and their accessories.
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Power cable (Photo: ZTT)

First introduced in 2008, Redline versions
are now available for 15 International
Standards.
Extensive tests
S+ IEC 60840, Power cables with
extruded insulation and their accessories
for rated voltages above 30 kV up to
150 kV and S+ IEC 60267 ed2.0, its
counterpart for similar cables for rated
voltages above 150 kV up to 500 kV,
specify all the test methods and
requirements for these categories
of cables.
They set out the test conditions, the
types of routine and sample tests (such
as discharge or voltage tests, lightning
impulse or water penetration), and the
requirements and tests on insulation
material and sheathing, to name just a few.
These International Standards cover
specific tests for components and
accessories as well as for complete

S+ IEC 60840 Redline version

cable systems. They include details of
general and specific electrical tests after
installation too.
Crossing the Redline
Given the very wide scope of these
International Standards, and the extent
of the changes introduced in the latest
editions, they will prove essential for cable
producers as well as for designers and
manufacturers of systems using power
cables rated above 30 kV up to 500 kV.
They would undoubtedly benefit from the
added value provided by Redline versions
of these International Standards: feedback
from users and experts indicates that they
are both helpful and highly valued.

EDITORIAL FOCUS - PREVIEW

Multimedia
and appliances
From flat and touch screen developments
to the smart home
Issue 01/2012 of e-tech will focus on multimedia, appliances and the smart
home. It will explore the blurring line between home entertainment and
appliances and bring you news from CES, the world’s largest consumer
technology tradeshow.
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